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Abstract
Animated films have no shortage of memorable characters. They are the subjects of the film
and are designed intentionally to be appealing. They are also what sell merchandise, as evidenced
by high-end collectibles created and sold by toy companies such as McFarlane and Sideshow

[61]

[89]. Put simply, audiences love the characters in animated films. That same appeal can be used
strategically to aid endangered species

[52]. Persons that have a positive attitude towards a

particular animal are more likely to want to protect it by assisting in its conservation

[60]. This

protective instinct can be especially strong in the case of a lovable animated character

[86]

[40].

If the species is in jeopardy, it is as if the fictional character shares in the danger. To affect the
greatest amount of positive change for an endangered species, a film may be made that includes
among its main cast, a character representative of the species, whose character design departs from
the actual appearance of the animal for the sake of maximizing appeal. This thesis focuses on the
character design and model creation of a stylized Sister Islands Iguana for use in a hypothetical film
production.
This particular species was chosen based on its visual appeal and distinct features. The
design and where it departs from the form of a real Sister Islands Iguana is inspired by the work
of Expressionist artists Franz Marc and Max Pechstein, scientific illustrators Charles Darwin and
Thomas Bell, and examples from contemporary animated media. Reptiles are not the conventional
image of cuteness. Stylistic modifications to a character’s appearance allow for said character to
be more appealing than its real-life counterpart. This will increase the audience’s attachment to
the character, which causes them to be more sympathetic to the plight of the real-life endangered
animal. Stylization is already a common practice in the animated film industry, for both human and
animal characters alike.
Expressionism is about capturing the feel of the subject rather than a realistic representation
ii

[62]. A subject may be embellished or distorted to evoke intentional feelings in the viewer. Scientific
illustrations are quite the opposite. The purpose of a scientific illustration is to convey information
while retaining accuracy

[41]. It must be as faithful to the real subject as possible. In the case of

animal illustrations, the work must include identifiers unique to the species in question, yet some
details will inevitably be omitted, as no representation will be an exact reproduction. Combining
Expressionism and scientific illustration will create a stylized model that “feels” cute and is also
identifiable as a Sister Islands Iguana.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Stories are told through characters and their interaction with each other, and animated films
are no different from any other film (or other form of storytelling) in this regard. The characters
in a successful film are appealing, in character design and behavior. This appeal is what makes a
character memorable, and what makes the audience fall in love with them. This appeal, possibly
even more so than the story itself, is the most important factor in creating a successful film. The
appeal of characters can be measured in the merchandising profits generated from a film. These
profits are created by selling things such as action figures and other toys resembling the characters,
clothing styled after garments the characters wore, or other memorabilia with likenesses of the
characters on them. Some films even profit more off of their merchandising than off of ticket sales to
the film itself [88] Star Wars: The Force Awakens generated $2 billion in ticket sales, but generated
close to three times that amount in merchandising in the year following its initial release. Another
popular franchise, the Harry Potter series, has generated $7.7 billion in global box office sales, but
the merchandising is estimated to be worth upwards of $20 billion. The collectible toy industry
is another proof of the overwhelming love people have for their favorite characters. The business
model of toy companies like McFarlane and Sideshow is to sell likenesses of popular characters. The
home pages of both toy companies showcase collectibles from various popular media, including the
aforementioned franchises of Star Wars and Harry Potter, as well as others such as the popular
superhero franchises of Marvel and DC [61] [89]. Some of their higher-quality collectible statues
even sell for thousands of dollars. The overwhelming amount of money exchanged here is proof that
audiences have a strong bond with the characters they hold most dear.
1

The bond people have with their favorite animated characters is able to do more than
just generate toy sales. It can also be used to affect meaningful change in the world, such as
helping to save endangered species. March of The Penguins, a documentary film about the emperor
penguin released in 2005, was one of the highest-grossing documentary films of all time [4] [49].
In fact, this documentary was popular enough to inspire a sequel, March of the Penguins: The
Next Step, released by Disneynature [50]. All of Disneynature’s documentaries have an associated
conservation campaign. Each campaign makes donations to a relevant conservation charity based on
ticket sales of the movie [52]. Audiences’ affection for emperor penguins after seeing the first film
was strong enough for there to be demand for a second movie, which in turn contributed towards
their conservation. It is also possible, while not as easily measured, that these films inspired some
viewers to make independent contributions. The reason for this is a psychological effect. The “mere
exposure effect” suggests that people like things better the more familiar they are with them [39].
This is applicable to most anything, though especially for endangered species. A study done at the
Donana National park in Spain also found a strong correlation between individuals’ attitude toward
a species and their willingness to donate to the species’ conservation. This correlation was even
stronger than the importance of the role an animal played in its ecosystem [60]. This evidence
shows that to help endangered animals, people must be exposed to the animal in as positive a way
as possible. What better way to endear large numbers of people to an endangered species than to
make the animal a character in an animated film?
While March of the Penguins: The Next Step was created in part due to the popularity
of the first film, it was released 12 years later, suggesting demand was not great enough after the
first film’s release to expedite the process of creating the sequel [50]. Because characters are what
market a film, the penguins themselves are responsible for this middling level of success. Further
characterizing the penguins by projecting human emotions onto them via narration adds some
appeal, but eventually a limit is reached. This is through no fault of the film, or the penguins
themselves, but with reality. Penguins are typically thought of as a cute animal, however their
appearance in real life is immutable. Animated films have no such limitation, as the characters in
them are digitally fabricated, and able to be altered during the film’s production to increase their
appeal. The process of exaggerating proportions or details to give an artistic work an appealing
but unrealistic appearance is often referred to as “stylization.” Most animated films stylize their
characters. It is such a common practice that the list of animated films that do not implement
2

stylization is likely much shorter than the list of those that do. The reason for this has to do
with one of the pitfalls of fabricated objects, referred to as the “Uncanny Valley,” a term originally
coined by roboticist Dr. Masahiro Mori [63]. This valley is in reference to the dip in the graphical
measurement of “the relation between the human likeness of an entity and the perceiver’s affinity
of it” that occurs when objects appear to exhibit an appearance and traits that are roughly 70%
to 90% human. Put simply, objects that mostly resemble a human but do not quite have the
proper placement of features or details are off-putting to the viewer. By nature, fully digital films
created by studios such as DreamWorks and Pixar can not contain live humans, so these studios
use stylization to effectively sidestep the uncanny valley. The goal of creating a stylized character
is not to have it be as realistic as possible; in fact it is quite the opposite. Stylizing a character
by accentuating the proper features and downplaying others will make the character very appealing
[4]. Stylizing an endangered animal this way is able to artificially increase its appeal to more than
is actual appearance can achieve.
The stylization of a work can do more than just increase the work’s visual appeal. It is
also able to be used as an effective means of persuasion. A study done in Chicago on children
and adolescents found that anti-smoking warning messages accompanied by cartoon characters were
perceived as more believable and deemed more important than the same messages without cartoons
[29]. This is not the only time that stylized characters have delivered a message more effectively.
Many know the popular children’s book The Lorax by Dr. Seuss [87]. For those that do not, it
is a cautionary tale about the dangers of human industrial consumption on the environment. It
advocates the need for conservation though a small orange creature, the Lorax, who ”speaks for the
trees” and chides the man who is manufacturing a garment out of materials he acquires through
the destruction of a forest. Originally published in 1971, it was so popular that a 2D animated TV
special was created and premiered a year later [80]. More recently, the original story was re-imagined
into a feature-length 3D movie, premiering in 2012 [81]. The movie shares most elements of the
original book, while also adding in more social commentary about air pollution and consumerism.
This one short book, containing a serious environmental message and featuring cartoon characters
gained enough popularity to spawn two separate animated adaptations, and is still a popular book
today, despite being 50 years old. While many know of this book, the work that inspired it, written
by Wallace Stegner, is much more obscure [99]. While not as famous as Dr. Seuss, Stegner is by no
means an obscure author either. He was the director of the creative writing program at Stanford, and
3

author of multiple books, one of which won a 1972 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction, while another earned
a National Book Award [92]. His essay, Conservation Equals Survival, written two years prior to
The Lorax’s release, attempts to persuade its readers with much the same message, summarized in
its title. In the essay, Stegner also mentions that people are more responsive to fiction than to their
own reality [92]. The popularity of Seuss’ book over Stegner’s essay illustrates this point perfectly.
Both works contain the same message, however the one that delivers it through the mouth of an
appealing fictional character is the one that was deemed important by a much larger number of
people, as evidenced by its popularity.
Given this evidence, it is clear that to aid in the conservation of an endangered species
through film, the design of the species’ representative character must have maximum appeal, so
that it will evoke strong enough feelings in the audience that they feel compelled to act. One of
the main aspects of Expressionism, a fine art style of the early 20th century is this exact evocation
of emotion. Expressionism did away with the traditional values of the time and instead favored
boldness in many forms. Simplified forms, strong lines and jarring colors are all landmarks of
Expressionist work [62]. Franz Marc, an Expressionist painter, often used the bold, strong lines
common among Expressionist pieces. He also favored animals in his work, and preferred to give them
strong silhouettes [36]. Another Expressionist artist, Max Pechstein, also used strong lines in his
works, as well as exaggerated proportions [70]. The techniques these two artists implemented in their
own works, as well as the design philosophy of Expressionism as a whole are used as inspiration in
this thesis to inform the stylization implemented in the character design of the Sister Islands Iguana.
Another important design aspect considered for this thesis is the connection between the
digital character and the actual iguana species it represents. The character must be identifiable
as a Sister Islands Iguana despite its stylization. To ensure this connection remains in place, the
scientific illustrations of Charles Darwin and Thomas Bell are consulted. The purpose of a scientific
illustration is to convey scientific information [41]. In the case of the referenced work by Darwin
and Bell, the information conveyed is the accurate, two-dimensional visual documentation of species
found on the voyage of the H.M.S. Beagle [13]. Both illustrators collaborated on volume 5 of the
collection of books cataloguing the Beagle’s discoveries. Volume 5 catalogues the reptiles discovered.
The numerous species illustrated in this volume were drawn from the physical specimens brought
back aboard the Beagle at the end of its voyage. Some detail is inevitably lost in the transition from
a physical, three-dimensional specimen to its two-dimensional representative illustration. Examining
4

what important details were included in Darwin and Bell’s illustrations informs what details must
be included from the actual Sister Islands Iguana in the creation of its stylized digital counterpart.
The Sister Islands Iguana has a number of prominent physical features representative of its
species. Individuals possess large jowls beneath a strong jaw, baggy skin on their bodies, and a
row of spines beginning at the back of the head and continuing to the tip of the tail, among other
notable anatomical features. As with any reptile, it is covered in scales, the largest and bumpiest of
which are found on the animal’s face. [47]. These details must be included in the digital model to
be recognizable as a Sister Islands Iguana, much in the same way that a scientific illustration must
include the most salient details of its subject. The digital model must simultaneously be stylized
away from the iguana’s actual appearance in order to maximize its appeal. Expressing the “feel”
of a subject while not remaining true to its actual form is the main characteristic of expressionism.
Blending the two art forms together will result in a character design that is able to evoke feelings of
protectiveness in the audience for the actual iguana species.

5

Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Technical Background
This thesis frequently uses terms and references techniques someone unacquainted with the

the process of creating an animated film may not be familiar with. The information such readers
require to understand the topics discussed in this paper are summarized here for their benefit.

2.1.1

Pipeline
There are many specialized departments involved with making an animated film. Each

serves a different function, and are involved with the production of a film at different stages in
the film’s completion. The term “pipeline” refers to the process of creating a film from start to
finish as a whole, and how each department involved relates to each other. Departments that
require certain assets (files or related collections of them) are referred to as being “downstream”
from the departments that create those assets. It therefore is helpful to think of the files and data
associated with a movie flowing down an imaginary pipe from one department to the next as the
movie progresses through time towards completion. Like any analogy, this one has its faults, as not
all film pipelines flow in one direction. Often, different departments work in parallel, or things need
to be sent back to, or between different departments multiple times.
The exact titles and duties of each department vary by production studio, but many of the
basic departments remain consistent. Modeling creates objects that will be used in the film, such as

6

the characters and scenery. Texturing applies color and materials to those objects. Rigging assigns
controls to the things that need to move, which those in the Animation department later use to
animate the characters. Lighting places lights in each scene so that the characters and environment
is visible, and eventually the film is sent to Render. This is but a brief overview, and not all
departments were described. For a somewhat more detailed explanation, readers are encouraged to
watch the video cited here [94]. In this video, the penguins from DreamWorks’ Madagascar film
series provide an overview and explanation of the departments in the DreamWorks film pipeline.

2.1.2

Modeling Basics

2.1.2.1

Polygons
Polygons are shapes that consist of three or more sides. They each have three components,

points or vertices (verts) at each corner; sides, called edges; and a face. A model is composed
of a “mesh” which is many polygons connected together. In computer modeling, only triangles
or quadrangles, polygons with three or four sides respectively, are used [98]. Quadrangles, often
abbreviated to “quads,” are much more common. Any polygon that has greater than four sides is
referred to as an N-gon due to it having N sides, where N is five or more. It is important that a
mesh contains no N-gons, as they can behave unexpectedly.

2.1.2.2

Polygonal Modeling or Box Modeling
Polygonal modeling is a technique in which the modeler can manipulate a model via its

three polygonal components. Because of the fine level of control polygonal modeling provides, it can
be very precise and technical. This style of work is best suited to objects with hard surfaces, such
as machines [98].
Adding detail is commonly done in two ways, the first being the addition of edge loops. To
insert an edge loop, a group of polygons, often located in a ring around the model, are each divided
from one side of their face to the opposite side. This creates an additional “loop” of connected edges.
Another way details are added is by extruding certain components. Extrusion causes the chosen
component to pop out from its previous location yet still remain connected to the rest of the mesh
via new geometry.
Polygonal modeling is sometimes called box modeling because a common starting point for
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this method of modeling is a 6-sided cube, or box.

2.1.2.3

Sculpting
Models created via sculpting are not manipulated directly like with polygonal modeling.

Instead they are shaped and deformed via brushes. Sculpting is more artistic and intuitive, as it
mimics working with clay. It is less precise as a result of the user not being able to directly control
the model. Sculpting excels at making organically shaped models [98].
By manipulating a model via sculpting, a modeler is able to make a highly detailed model
much quicker than with polygonal modeling. This is both a benefit and a detriment. Any details
sculpted onto a mesh are represented by polygons. To capture fine details such as skin pores or
scales, meshes can be comprised of many millions of minuscule polygons. This density of polygons
is represented by an equally large amount of data which requires a large amount of processing
power to manipulate. If handled incorrectly, a mesh this dense can strain the computer on which
it is being sculpted, or cause the sculpting program to crash. Due to the high number of polygons
sculptable meshes contain, they are not useful anywhere further down the pipeline without additional
preparation.

2.1.2.4

Topology and Subdivisions
Topology refers to the structure of a mesh; how the polygons interconnect on its surface. The

way that a mesh created via sculpting is prepared for other uses is through retopology. Retopology,
also called remeshing, is the process of recreating the arrangement of polygons on a model while
retaining the model’s original shape, thus removing any undesirable features of the model’s geometry.
Retopology is often able to achieve a similar shape to the original mesh using a much lower number
of polygons. The retopology process also allows for a model to contain a more intentional and orderly
“edge flow,” which is how lines of edges traverse the mesh.
A sculpted mesh that has been retopologized may now be used by other departments, or
even taken back to be sculpted further, as the new arrangement of polygons is more optimized.
Typically in order to sculpt on a retopologized model, the mesh must be subdivided, often multiple
times. This is especially true in order to reach the polygon density required to sculpt small details
or restore those from the sculpted mesh that were too small to be represented by the geometry of
the retopologized mesh alone.
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The subdivision process increases the number of polygons on a mesh by dividing each existing
polygon in half both horizontally and vertically. Each previously existing quad polygon is thus
represented by four smaller quads that together occupy the same space on the model. Subdivisions
can be applied multiple times in succession. Because of the structured way subdivisions are applied,
a model is able to keep its topology throughout the process, retaining a connection to the original
low-resolution (or “low-poly”) mesh.

2.1.3

UVs
The term “UVs” is used to refer to the flat representation of 3D geometry in a two-

dimensional coordinate space whose axis are denoted by U and V and referred to as the UV space.
The letters U and V are used for this coordinate space because X, Y and Z already refer to the axis of
the three dimensional space that contains a model’s 3D representation [35]. Depending on context,
“UVs” can refer to a model’s 2D representation as a whole, certain areas of this representation, or
specific points of this representation that correspond to the vertices on the 3D object.
“UV Unwrapping,” or “UVing” is the process of creating a representation of a 3D model in
the 2D UV space for use with flat bitmap images. This 2D representation is used to apply “maps,”
which are images that contain information to be used on the model. The most obvious information
that can be represented by a map is color, which is one use of the UV space, however maps can
contain other types of information as well, such as how reflective parts of the model should be, or
how much light it absorbs. These and other behaviors that suggest what an object is made of are
collectively referred to as “material properties.”
In order to unwrap a 3D object, certain polygons must be separated by “cutting” along
their edges in the UV space. Often a single piece of geometry is cut into multiple separate pieces,
called UV shells. These cuts create visible seams on the surface of the 3D model, so it is best to
create them in less visible areas. Without enough seams, the UVs of a model will end up distorting
each other as they try to conform to the 2D space. Polygons that are a different size or shape than
they are in 3D space will in turn cause any maps applied to them to be similarly distorted. UV
unwrapping is a balancing act between having as little distortion as possible with as few seams as
possible.
Typically all of a model’s UVs will be placed in the 0-1 UV space, the unit square between
0,0 and 1,1. The 0-1 space is commonly used because outside this area the maps associated with
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a model repeat themselves [35]. A model’s UVs are also typically arranged so that none overlap.
Overlapping UVs share the same map information, which is usually unwanted. There are some
exceptions to both of these rules. Exceptions relevant to this thesis are discussed in chapter 5,
Implementation.

2.1.4

Important Practices
There are many artistic, technique-independent practices necessary in creating an appealing

and believable character concept and model. It is not only important that a character fit with the
theme of the film in which it appears, but also that the character itself make visual sense to the
viewer. The techniques listed here assist in achieving this goal, and are applicable to any character,
stylized or realistic.
2.1.4.1

Anatomy
An understanding of anatomy is important in maintaining realism, as a modeler may use

the imagined underlying muscle structure of a subject to inform where to add volume to their model.
Studying human anatomy is a common practice in understanding anatomy basics. Most animals’
muscle structure bears some resemblance to the muscle structure of humans, so lessons learned in
studying human anatomy can be applied in other areas.
2.1.4.2

Shape Language
Shape language is an important consideration when creating any character. This is especially

true for more stylized characters. Shape language is the idea that objects or characters constructed
with volumes roughly based on simple shapes cause viewers to ascribe certain traits to that object
or character dependent on what simple shapes were used [51]. Squares give a sense of strength or
immovability because of their flat, level sides and right angled corners. Triangles give a sense of
danger or instability due to their acute angles and points. Circles give a sense of calm due to their
lack of points and the abundance of rounded shapes in nature.
2.1.4.3

Pose
The pose of a model is another important aspect that needs to be considered. In order for a

model to be useful further down the pipeline, a character is usually modeled in either a “T pose” or
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an “A pose.” Models in T pose have their arms positioned straight out from their shoulders in either
direction, causing a humanoid model to resemble a capital T. Models in A pose have their arms bent
in a more neutral position, with the shoulders each around 45 degrees downward from where they
would be in T pose. The elbows are often bent slightly as well. The downward slant of the model’s
arms cause it to resemble a capital A. While the straight lines of T pose are marginally simpler for
riggers to construct the model’s skeleton, the neutral positioning of A pose will cause less stretching
of geometry and textures around the arm joints when they are later animated, as the joints are
already at the mid point in the arc that they are able to bend, whereas T pose positions the joints
at one maximum of said arc. Therefore A pose is often preferred for production models [54]. The
T and A pose are important for use in a film’s pipeline, but appear very rigid. Posing a model into
another less rigid position can showcase personality through body language while increasing visual
interest. Poses are used in character concept art for this purpose as well. To test a model’s accuracy
to the concept art from which it was created, the model is often positioned in a pose matching that
of the original concept image after being modeled in either T or A pose [77].

2.1.5

Patterns and Cleanliness
Due to the digital nature of animated film, and by extension character modeling, repetitive

patterns and an overabundance of cleanliness are pitfalls that can cause a model to appear less
realistic. It is not possible to digitally recreate the intricate level of detail present in reality. Because
of this, repeating patterns are often used to automate the addition of some details. This shortcut runs
the risk of the pattern being identifiable to the viewer, and causing the model to look less realistic
as a result. Therefore, the modeler must find a way to vary the pattern or obfuscate its application.
This can be achieved by only applying the pattern in certain areas, or adding additional detail on
top so that it is not obviously recognizable as repeating. It is possible for objects and characters
to look too clean. Objects in reality are never pristine, often bearing scratches or dirt due to their
manufacturing or interaction with the rest of the world. Digitally created objects do not have the
formative history of interaction that real objects do, so it must be implied artificially. Knowing
how much detail to apply to this end is an artistic skill that modelers must possess. Modelers must
achieve a realistic level of wear with their model, so that it appears neither too clean nor too dirty.
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2.1.6

Lighting and Rendering
No light exists in the 3D space that contains a digitally created scene without first being

created. Any digital scene requires lights to be placed for it to be visible, and the process of placing
these lights is referred to lighting. There is a fair amount of both artistry and technical prowess
required to properly light a scene given the number of settings that are able to be configured. Not
only must the scene look good, but the lights need to have the appropriate settings so that they
will not cause noise in the final image, which can happen due to how lighting is calculated at render
time.
Rendering is the process by which an algorithm calculates how all aspects of a scene should
behave together. Multiple different rendering algorithms exist, and each requires the scene to be set
up slightly differently. These calculations include things involving the behavior of light, such as how
the light travels in the scene and interacts with the color and material properties of every surface,
as well as other effects. This calculation is very complicated and often takes a long time. Depending
on the complexity of the scene and the settings of the renderer itself, single images can take upwards
of many hours, possibly even days to render. Certain settings affect this render time much more
than others, some of which are found on lights. Increasing the quality of a light increases render
time, however after a certain point the increase is imperceptible. One of the technical aspects of
both lighting and rendering is increasing quality settings only enough to get a clean, good looking
render and no further in order to minimize render time.

2.2
2.2.1

Biological Background
What is the Sister Islands Iguana?
The Sister Islands Iguana, scientific name Cyclura nubila caymanensis, is a subspecies of the

Cuban Rock Iguana [38] [47]. The primary difference between the species and subspecies is their
habitat. Some other physical differences exist as well, such as members of caymanensis possessing
black feet [85]. As it is a subspecies, members of caymanensis are capable of interbreeding with
other subspecies of Cyclura nubila [17]. Broods of The Sister Islands Iguana are typically 15 to 20
eggs. Their eggs are similar in size to a chicken’s and the babies that hatch out of them are 8 inches
long. They commonly grow up to five feet long, from head to tail. Despite having a significant
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bite force, the Sister Islands iguana is a vegetarian [47]. They serve as seed dispersers in their
ecosystem [2]. This is an especially important role, as many plants found in their habitat are not
found elsewhere.

2.2.2

Cause and Magnitude of Endangered Status
The Sister Islands Iguana is critically endangered, one step above being declared extinct

in the wild and two steps above being completely extinct [38]. They are found solely on two
islands in the Caribbean, Cayman Brac and Little Cayman [47]. The population on Cayman Brac
has declined further than the population on Little Cayman, due to humans settling there earlier,
around 200 years ago. Humans and their pets are a major cause of the iguana’s decline. When
humans originally arrived on Cayman Brac, they brought dogs with them. These dogs would hunt
adult iguanas as a source of extra food, which was originally not discouraged by their owners [64].
Feral cats, which were initially brought to the islands by humans as well, hunt the smaller juveniles
[20]. Humans themselves are also a direct cause of their declining population, in addition to their
addition of foreign predators. Being cold blooded, iguanas enjoy sunning themselves on asphalt, and
are victims of traffic accidents as a result [20]. Human tourists also feed the iguanas directly, which
draws them out of the wilderness and into more populated ares likely to contain dogs, cats, and
heavily trafficked asphalt. These populated areas that hold numerous dangers for the Sister Islands
Iguana are also growing, which is a danger in itself. Real estate consumes land that was previously
safe, and populates it with more people as well as their cats and dogs. Green iguanas, an invasive
species on the Sister Islands, are another threat to the Sister Islands Iguana. Both iguanas compete
for food, territory and nesting areas [46] [79].
Despite the bleak situation the Sister Islands Iguana faces, some efforts are currently in place
to slow the decline of their population. the Sister Islands Rock Iguana Habitat Fund aims to purchase
land the iguanas use as nesting grounds so it is unable to be used for housing development. Donations
to this charity are US-tax deductible due to the amount of tourism the Carribean receives from the
United States. There is also Green Iguana B’Gonna, a conservation group working to remove the
invasive green iguana from the Sister Islands [46].
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(a) A Sister Islands Iguana [46]

(b) A Green iguana [45]

Figure 2.1: Comparison of the Two Iguana Species

2.2.3

Physical Description and Differences in Appearance to the Green
Iguana
Green Iguanas are a popular pet, and therefore a very well-known type of iguana [101].

Noting differences in appearance between the green iguana and the Sister Islands Iguana is helpful
in ensuring the character model created in this thesis is not accidentally mistaken for a member of
the better known invasive species due to inaccurate features.
The Sister Islands Iguana has a single row of spines from the back of its head to the tip of
its tail [47]. Males have substantial jaw muscles, though both sexes have large jowls. As previously
stated, adults are commonly around five feet long from head to tail. Their bodies occupy two of the
five feet, with heir tail taking up the other three [46]. Sister Islands Iguanas have no subtympanic
(below ear) shield, which is a large scale located below the ear of an iguana. Green iguanas have
this shield scale [79]. The ears on both iguanas are located at the back of the head, above the jowl
and appear as round indents. The dewlap, or flap of skin under the mouth, on the Sister Islands
Iguana is spineless, whereas the green iguana’s dewlap has a row of spines running along it vertically
[85]. The tail of a green iguana is smooth, whereas the tail of Sister Islands Iguanas are ribbed with
columns of larger scales at intervals along its length. Finally, all iguanas possess a pattern of scales
on the top of their head unique to their species [58]. For reference, an image of each species is
provided in Figure 2.1.
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2.3

Appeal
In order to evoke a sufficiently strong positive reaction in an audience to compel them to aid

in the conservation of the Sister Islands Iguana, the design of the species’ representative character
must have maximum appeal. A major element of a character’s appeal that has proven effective for
Emperor penguins is cuteness, therefore traits that are common among cute characters and objects
must first be identified, then applied to the design of the representative character for Cyclua nubila
caymanensis.

2.3.1

Expressing Cuteness
Causing a person to identify something as cute can be accomplished with a number of

different cues, many of which have been intentionally applied to character design in film and television
before [15] [40]. Notable examples are discussed further in chapter 3, Related Work. Characters
that possess traits from the following list identifiable as cute, with those that possess multiple being
considered cuter [4]:
• A large, round head
• Large eyes, spaced far apart and low on the head
• A short snout or “button nose”
• Fat, stumpy limbs
• A well fed or chubby appearance
• Moving in a clumsy or tottering fashion
• Perceived softness to the touch [82]
Curiously, this is not just a checklist, as the magnitude of these cues is also a factor. The more
exaggerated any of these traits are, the stronger the response generated in the viewer [4].

2.3.2

Reasoning Behind Cuteness
The response to these traits can be easily explained by biology. The traits listed above are

all inherent to a human infant, and characters that possess any number of these traits resemble
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one [15]. Humans are instinctually predetermined to have a desire to protect and nurture anything
possessing these traits due to the helplessness of the human infant. Infants are unable to hold their
proportionally large heads up or suckle independently [4]. This cute response is so that humans are
inclined to take care of their young, thereby causing the species to continue as a whole.

2.3.3

Strength of Cute Traits
Due to the cute response being quite literally born out of the desire for our species to

continue, it is quite strong, as evidenced by it its application to anything possessing the traits of
an infant. This extends past just animals and film characters. It can even be applied to inanimate
objects. For example, a balloon [4]. A typical balloon has an immense “head” in relation to its string
body, and if acted upon by any sort of force, will wobble and bounce around clumsily. Cuteness can
even be identified in Gestalt [40]. Gestalt is a German word that does not have a direct English
translation, but is used to refer to the shape of something and how it is configured [66]. In art, it
is often used to refer to the silhouette of a piece.
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Chapter 3

Related Work
3.1

Expressionist Artists
Expressionism as an artistic movement originated in Germany and Austria between 1905

and 1920 [62]. It renounced traditional artistic values of the time and instead favored personal
expression through boldly distorted forms and exaggeration. Expressionist pieces attempted to
depict their subjects as they felt rather than how they looked.

3.1.1

Franz Marc
Franz Marc was a prominent expressionist artist and founder of The Blue Rider, a popular

expressionist journal [62]. While he is known primarily as a painter, he also created many woodcuts
and lithographs [36]. Inspired by cubism, Marc utilised abstraction, bold colors and sharp angles
in his pieces. His works focused primarily on animals, often drastically simplifying their shapes and
depicting them on a simple background while using their pose to create a strong silhouette. Despite
the simplified shapes used to represent his subjects, Marc is able to evoke a feeling of the animal’s
volume. While none of his works depict their animal subject as they actually are, as is true to
the expressionist style, they are able to convey the volume of the animal, as well as the animal’s
behavior. This is done beautifully through line and pose. The angular lines and curled posture
of the subject in Tiger, pictured in Figure 3.1a, convey the musculature and ferocity of the tiger
pictured within [36]. In The Red Deer, pictured in Figure 3.1b, Marc uses curved lines in both the
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(a) Tiger

(b) The Red Deer

Figure 3.1: Paintings by Franz Marc [36]
deer themselves and the background to imply the bounding motion of a deer’s leap. Marc’s mastery
of shape language coupled with his ability to create appealing poses with simple shapes are why his
work was examined for inspiration.

3.1.2

Max Pechstein
Prior to 1905, Max Pechstein was an impressionist painter. This changed when he was

invited to expressionist group Die Brücke (The Bridge,) where he eventually became a leading
member [67]. His membership in The Bridge as well as the work of Henri Matisse caused Pechstein
to begin using vigorous brushstrokes and jarring combinations of unmixed paint. He was interested
in “primitive” art from other, non-European cultures and traveled to the Palau Islands in the South
Pacific to experience the culture firsthand [5]. His work sports strong lines and simple shapes, but
with a different approach than Franz Marc. While Marc’s inspirations from cubism gave his work
a busy feel with their multitude of angular lines, Pechstein’s pieces describe their subjects with a
clean outline and a single or very few colors. This clean simplification is why Pechstein’s works were
examined. Two examples of his work are depicted in Paintings by Max Pechstein [5].
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(a) Zwiesprache

(b) Sommer III

Figure 3.2: Paintings by Max Pechstein [5]
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3.2
3.2.1

Scientific Illustration
Purpose
The term Scientific illustration is intentionally very broad, as it encompasses any work that

is used to visually convey scientific information [41]. The Guild of Natural Science Illustrators
attributes the ability to “simplify complex scientific content while preserving accuracy” as the mark
of a skillful scientific illustrator. Being selective in what detail to represent while accurately depicting
the subject in an illustration is the reason scientific illustrators were examined, as a similar process
must be performed to create a character design that is both representative of a Sister Islands Iguana
and stylized to maximize its appeal. Two illustrators that both have well-documented illustrations
of reptiles were examined to identify what details they chose to include and emphasize in their work.

3.2.2

Charles Darwin
Possibly most famous for his theory of evolution, Charles Darwin was also a talented scien-

tific illustrator. After attending two separate colleges that taught highly opposing views on science,
Darwin was invited as a companion to Robert Fitzroy on the H.M.S. Beagle at 22 [26]. There he
was able to study animals at his leisure, and gather specimens for later illustration. After completion
of the voyage of the Beagle in 1836 and Darwin’s return home, he sought out illustrators to assist
in cataloguing the animals he had discovered [56]. Darwin oversaw the project and assisted as
necessary. He enlisted the services of Thomas Bell to catalogue the reptiles discovered on the voyage
[56].

3.2.3

Thomas Bell
Thomas Bell was appointed Professor of Zoology at King’s College, London the same year

that Darwin return from his voyage aboard the Beagle. He was not a field biologist like Darwin, and
instead compiled scientific knowledge. Reptiles were a favorite of Bell’s, along with amphibians and
crustaceans. At Darwin’s request, Bell authored The Zoology of the Voyage of the H.M.S. Beagle
Under the Command of Captain Fitzroy, R.N., during the Years 1832 to 1836. Part 5. Reptiles
while Darwin served as editor [13]. It took Bell 4 years to complete the book, and it was the last
volume published [56]. Example illustrations from the volume studied are depicted in Illustrations
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(a) Plate 1, Proctotretus Chilensis

(b) Plate 8, Weigmannii

Figure 3.3: Illustrations from the examined volume [13]
from the examined volume [13]. Bell later endeavored to create a catalogue of all turtles, both
living and extinct in A Monograph of the Testudinata however it was never finished [12]. It was
published incomplete in eight parts with the introduction ending mid-sentence [56].

3.3
3.3.1

Environmentally-Focused Animated Films
Rio
Rio is another movie centered around an endangered species, this one being the Spix’ Macaw.

It was successful in educating the public about the macaw, as prior coverage of the species was
minimal [42] [19]. The film opened in 3827 theaters and ran on average for 6.6 weeks [65]. Its
US DVD sales reached 1,344,287 in the first week alone. Not only was it a popular film, it even
caused some theater-goers to begin a petition for more to be done to save the Spix Macaw from
extinction [24]. On the release of the sequel to Rio, Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment
donated $100,000 to the World Wildife Federation [104]
It is commendable that Rio was able to spur some of its audience to action, however the
film itself has one glaring flaw. Rio was released in 2011, eleven years after the Spix Macaw was
declared extinct in the wild, so not much can be done for them [22]. Extinct in the Wild is the
category above Extinct and the one below Critically Endangered, the category the Sister Islands
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Iguana occupies.
While there are no Spix Macaws left in the wild, it was estimated in October 2019 that
177 individuals still exist worldwide [19]. Most reside in Germany in a private facility run by the
Association for the Conservation of Threatened Parrots (ACTP.) The plot of Rio involves real issues
that the Macaws face, such as animal trafficking. The ACTP, which until last year held all but 22 of
the Macaws has been criticized multiple times for their lack of transparency and likely connections
to the illegal wildlife trade [19]. The owner of the ACTP purchased his first few Spix Macaws
from a Swiss breeder with alleged connections to a criminal gang in Berlin. Despite criticisms
and suspicious business dealings, the ACTP delivered 52 Spix Macaws back to Brazil and into a
reintroduction center. They are set to be released into the wild some time this year.

3.3.2

Finding Nemo, Finding Dory
These two films are of particular note due to their contrasting message and effect on the

environment. The release of bothFinding Nemo and Finding Dory each generated a large change
in the global populations of the clownfish Amphipiron ocellaris and the Blue tang, the animals each
film primarily featured [14]. This change was not for the better however, as the affection for each
species’ representative character caused an increase in demand for their species in the pet trade [39].
National Geographic estimated that demand for the clownfish more than tripled after the release of
Finding Nemo [86].
The plot of Finding Nemo centers around the illegal act of an Australian dentist [91]. This
dentist plucks Nemo the clownfish from his home in the coral reef and deposits him in a fishtank
in the dentist’s office. Nemo’s father traverses the ocean to track him down while Nemo conspires
to escape the fishtank with its other occupants, another of which was also removed from the ocean.
While the film does not directly mention it, taking wild fish and placing them into a fish tank is
illegal [39].
The films were also responsible for some clownfish being released into habitats for which
they are unsuited. Audience members that owned a clownfish felt guilty after viewing the film, and
in a misguided attempt at rectifying their ownership, released their fish into the wild, often into
areas that a clownfish would not survive [86]. While the end result of the audience’s reaction to the
film was ultimately a disaster, those that released their fish did have their hearts in the right place,
so to speak. They wanted to assist the clownfish species, they were however unsuccessful in their
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attempts.

3.3.3

Predicting Hypothetical Film Outcome
The negative ramifications of releasing a film that includes a cute character representative

of a species that Finding Nemo exemplifies must be considered with regard to the Sister Islands
Iguana. The other species to have a dedicated animated movie, the Spix Macaw, is much closer in
situation to the Sister Islands Iguana than either the clownfish or Blue tang. Neither the ocellaris
clownfish nor the Blue tang are listed as endangered, despite demand for them more than tripling
after the release of both movies [48]. Both the iguana and macaw are at a significantly greater risk
of going extinct than either fish. Due to this fact, neither the Macaw nor the Iguana are able to
be kept as pets. The Cuban Rock Iguana is able to be kept as a pet however, so demand for them
could increase as a result of the release of a film about one of its subspecies. Fortunately, they are
bred primarily in captivity, minimizing the need for wild-caught specimens, meaning that their wild
population will remain largely unaffected [101].

3.4
3.4.1

Character Design
Mickey Mouse
Disney’s rodent icon, Mickey Mouse is known today as an innocent, adorable mascot, how-

ever he was not always this way. Mickey’s debut in Steamboat Willie paints him as a very mischievous
and somewhat mean-spirited character. During the short animation, Mickey squashes and stretches
various animals to play a tune, much to their displeasure [27]. His original personality has also been
described as rambunctious and a bit cruel by Disney historians [32]. As Mickey gained popularity
and became a national symbol, his personality was required to change into the well-behaved innocent
mouse he is today in order to be more universally popular. If Mickey misbehaved onscreen, Disney
would receive any number of complaint letters condemning his actions [32]
This increase in manners and good behavior was accompanied by a character design change
intended to increase his inoffensive appeal [40]. The better behaved Mickey became, so too did his
design change to be much more cute. The multiple redesigns of Mickey Mouse were examined to
identify the application of cute traits on a cartoon character. Examining which traits were included,
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Figure 3.4: The First 50 Years of Mickey’s Character Design [40]
and to what extent they were represented would be used to inform decisions made when stylizing
the Sister Islands Iguana. While Mickey’s circular head shape did not change, it increased in size as
a whole while Mickey’s facial features moved and changed. His ears moved back, away from his nose.
This enlarged and rounded out his forehead, while also giving more space for his eyes to enlarge.
The black dots that started as his entire eye later became the pupils in a much larger eye, which
continued to increase in size. His nose remained the same length, though it was widened in order
to appear stumpier. His cheeks also inflated. His body, while remaining a similar size throughout
all of Mickey’s iterations, also underwent a few changes. Mickey’s pants were lowered, which hid
his thinner legs, and his arms were made fatter. The many iterations of Mickey Mouse’s character
design can be seen in Figure 3.4.

3.4.2

The Aleena of the Star Wars Franchise

3.4.2.1

Overview
Star Wars is a large franchise that still continues to this day, with an ever increasing universe

of alien races. Works in this franchise have been created in many art styles, but still capture the
essence of the Star Wars universe. The benefit of this plethora of distinct artistic styles that share
a single subject matter is that the individual changes done to the same character or race can be
examined as an aspect of that particular work’s stylization. One such race is the Aleena, a small,
vaguely reptilian race of humanoid [102]. Their original concept design was created in 1997 by Terry
Whitlatch. They commonly include a few cuteness traits including large eyes, stubby limbs, and a
wobbly gait. They also appear to be two to three feet tall judging by their appearance in scenes
with humans, where they come up to the human’s knee. This is roughly the height of a two-year-old
human, an age that still requires a lot of nurturing and protecting.
The Aleena were chosen for examination due to their vague reptilian features, and multiple
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Figure 3.5: Ratts Tyerell
depictions. Each examined work possessed a distinct artistic style. Identifying elements of each
style, as well as common techniques used when stylizing the Aleena aided in designing a character
representative of the Sister Islands Iguana. As both the Aleena and Sister Islands Iguana are
reptilian, design decisions made for the Aleena could easily translate to the iguana character. The
Aleena have been notably depicted in five different works with drastically different art styles, listed
here in chronological order.

3.4.2.2

Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace, Ratts Tyerell
The original depiction of an Aleena was in 1999, with the premiere of the film Star Wars:

Episode I - The Phantom Menace [57]. The character, named as Ratts Tyerell, was minor comic
relief during the pod race sequence [102]. He was a pilot, shown in the background of a few shots,
and was given a close-up in the shot of his death, where his pod collides with the wall of a cave.
Stills from this scene are shown in Figure 3.5. The appearance of Ratts Tyerell is the most realistic
of the five, and serves as a fair representation of what a “real,” unstylized Aleena would look like.
Of particular note are his small, pointy teeth.
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Figure 3.6: Tsui Choi
3.4.2.3

Jedi Council, Acts of War
A comic book series from 2000, later released as a single book, prominently features an

Aleena named Tsui Choi, who is a Jedi Master [93] [103]. The art style of the comic, while
sometimes varied, appears to strive towards realism in its detail and proportions. Choi’s proportions
are closest to that of Ratts Tyerell more than any other later depiction of an Aleena. Some features
are exaggerated, possibly due to the art style of the comic utilising strong black outlines, such as the
wrinkles on his skin appearing larger than Tyerell’s. Other details appear to have been modified to
align with the role of this particular Aleena. Due to Choi’s Jedi Master status, he is both a respected
leader and skilled warrior. His appearance is therefore treated more seriously than other depictions
of the Aleena. Choi’s eyes are smaller than other depictions, and his face possesses proportions more
akin to a human adult, as well as the previously mentioned prominent wrinkles. His teeth appear
to be sharper than Tyerell’s as well, possibly to make him look slightly more fierce. Tsui Choi is
pictured in Figure 3.6.

3.4.2.4

Star Wars Galactic Phrase Book & Travel Guide
A whimsical book released in 2001 depicted a family of Aleena on its cover illustration,

done by Warren Fu [18]. The illustration depicts a male and female Aleena each that are elderly,
middle-aged, teenaged/young adult, and toddler. All ages posses the same cute traits, however some
vary in intensity depending on age group. They each have a fairly flat head, the dpeth of which is
of similar proportion to a human’s. This contrasts from the original depth of Ratts Tyerell’s head
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and his elongated, tapering skull. Each Aleena’s head in this image is enlarged to be about the
width of their shoulders. Their eyes, or sunglasses in the case of the middle-aged couple, take up
about a third of their face. These traits all remain fairly consistent among all age groups. The trait
that changes the most with age appears to be body length in relation to the head, which stretches
as the characters increase in age. The same is true for chubbiness, as the younger characters are
proportionally wider.
This cover illustration, pictured in Figure 3.7, is the most human representation of the
Aleena, with the middle-aged couple being the closest in body proportions to a human. The Aleena
family are wearing human tourist garb, and bear human expressions. Their teeth are smooth, wide
and slightly square. They fill the mouth entirely, which differs from Tyerell’s teeth, as his are spaced
out in his mouth with gaps roughly the width of one tooth. The closest age in body proportion to
Tyerell is the teenagers. As stated previously, the triangular crest at the back of an Aleena’s head
is notably diminished.

3.4.2.5

Star Wars: The Clone Wars, Mercy Mission
Star Wars:The Clone Wars was a 3D-animated television series done in a unique art style.

The style contained angular, hard edges reminiscent to Franz Marc’s expressionist works. The Aleena
depicted in the series are the most departed from the original design because of this style, yet are still
recognizable as the same race. While appearing as background characters in many episodes, Season
4, Episode 5, titled Mercy Mission features them most prominently. In this episode, a contingent of
clone troopers are sent to Aleen, the race’s home planet, to assist with relief and repairs following a
natural disaster [30]. Stills from this episode are shown in Figure 3.8. The Aleena of this episode
bear the most cute traits. Their noses are the stubbiest of all representations, more so even than
the near-human Aleena seen in Warren Fu’s cover illustration. Their teeth taper slightly, coming to
a squat point, and are spaced out in the mouth similar to Tyerell’s. The Aleena depicted in Clone
Wars are also the only representation examined that blends the fins extending out from near the
back of the jawbone into the jawline itself. This gives the Aleena a simpler, more lizardlike head
shape.
King Manchucho, the tribal leader of the Aleena featured in Mercy Mission is a step further
in exaggerating the cute traits the rest of the Aleena possess. Appearing to be the oldest Aleena in
the episode, he is shorter and fatter than other, younger members of his kind. His limbs are shorter as
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Figure 3.7: Cover of Star Wars Galactic Phrase Book & Travel Guide
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well. Manchucho’s proportions are the closest to a human infant’s, whereas other characters’ bodies
and limbs are more slender and slightly elongated. Manchucho is missing some teeth, much in the
same way a toddler is missing some baby teeth. Not only are the Aleena in Star Wars: The Clone
Wars the most altered from the design of their original appearance, the personality and animation
of those in Mercy Mission are portrayed as the most childish. Their movements are frantic, and
comical, and they totter while walking. The already large eyes of their character design are further
exaggerated when they widen their eyes, an expression that is done often throughout the episode.
Almost a full hemisphere is visible when this occurs. The plot of this episode is instigated by the
childlike Aleena requesting that the full-size characters go solve their problems. The Aleena claim
that the natural disaster they experienced was the ”gods from below” expressing their displeasure at
the Aleena, and dispatch C-3PO, a droid with the proportions of an adult human, and his companion
to assuage them. This plot line initially develops in a similar manner to a child requesting a parent
check their closet for monsters.

3.4.2.6

Star Wars Resistance, Grevel
The most recent representation of the Aleena was in Grevel, a minor character from the

Star Wars Resistance television series [31]. Grevel is a grouchy street thug that, while being in
the protagonist’s faction in their fight against pirates and the evil New Order, plays the role of
antagonist at times. He is the most threatening representation of an Aleena, though his menace is
more comical than intimidating. He is shown in Figure 3.9.
Grevel’s proportions are much closer to those of the Aleena in Mercy Mission than to their
debut in Ratts Tyerell. However, where the Aleena of Mercy Mission bear sharp simplified angles,
Grevel’s features are more rounded, to fit with the softer, cel-shaded art style of Resistance. His
form is also less simplified, showing arm muscles, a protruding chin and jawbone fins. His nose
is larger, both extending further up his face as well as slightly further out and to the sides. His
arms are longer and closer to human proportion. Grevel’s teeth are the pointiest of the stylized
representations examined. Considering his personality and role in the show, this is likely to give him
a slightly more menacing appearance.
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(a) King Manchucho (Center) Among Other Aleena

(b) A Group of Aleena Seen From the Height of a Human Character

Figure 3.8: Stills from Mercy Mission
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Figure 3.9: Grevel
3.4.2.7

Commonality
All stylized representations of the Aleena share some cute traits that were used to exaggerate

the “real” form of Ratts Tyerell. The number of times a certain trait was used to stylize the Aleena
may be seen as an indication of its importance when stylizing any character. Stylistic traits present
on multiple depictions of the Aleena can be assumed to be more important than those present on
fewer. A list of traits, as well as their relative importance was used to inform the design of the
character representing the Sister Islands Iguana.
The three most stylized depictions of the Aleena have significantly enlarged eyes, and large
heads. Each representation, including Tyerell himself, have body and limb proportions similar to
a toddler, though the exaggeration of this varies, being the most drastic with King Manchucho.
The depth of the face and nose decreases as the character becomes more stylized, with the flatterfaced representations appearing cuter. The sharpness of the teeth increases with how menacing the
character is required to be, with rounder teeth being less threatening. Lastly, the form of the Aleena
became more simplified the more stylized the depiction. Many of these stylistic modifications have
been previously identified as cute traits, so their application here is further proof of their efficacy
[15]. One specific trait that was not previously mentioned was the rounding of the teeth. With how
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this was applied, it stands to reason that sharp points can detract from cuteness, so rounded forms
are preferred in a cute character.

3.4.3

Randall Boggs in Monsters Inc., Versus Monsters University
Another reptilian creature that has existed in multiple forms is the character Randall Boggs,

in both Monsters Inc. and its sequel Monsters University [28] [84]. Both forms are shown in
Figure 3.10. Monsters Inc. centers around the premise that human children’s screams are used
as electricity in an alternate dimension populated by monsters. The story focuses on the workers
at a power generation company that shares its name with the movie. Randall is the second-best
“scarer” of Monsters Inc., meaning he is the second most effective at scaring children. He is also
one of the primary antagonists of the film. His occupation in the film’s universe as well as his
character’s role in the plot both require that his character design scary and intimidating, which it is.
He is constantly squinting, which causes his eyes to appear very small. His teeth are pointy and his
mouth is usually partially open, which coupled with his squinted eyes, gives him a constant sneer.
His long, serpent-like body is covered in small scales, and he possesses four sets of limbs.
The sequel takes place years prior to the events of the first film, where the returning main
characters are all attending college together. In Monsters University he is a supporting protagonist,
and has difficulty scaring the practice dummies the school uses for practice. This decrease in age
and reversal of character role caused his character design to change considerably as well. Randall
changes from the intimidating antagonist to a friendly supporting character. The first difference
is that he is considerably younger, meaning his features are closer to those of an infant. His eyes,
while a similar size in both films, are much more open, which causes them to appear larger. His
body is much thinner than it was in the first film. Usually a thinner body would not be a cute
trait, however Randall’s head size stays fairly constant between his two designs. Having a smaller
body in his younger form causes his head to appear larger in relation. His arms may be slightly
thicker, though not by an easily perceptible amount. The frill on his head is shorter, and the ends
of each protrusion are thicker. His scale pattern has been simplified by way of making the scales
considerably larger and therefore less numerous. This enlarged scale pattern was not seen in other
examined characters, however its prominence here indicates it is an effective method of increasing a
reptile’s appeal.
Randall’s transformation from an intimidating character to a friendly one perfectly illus32

(a) Character Design in Monsters Inc.

(b) Character Design in Monsters University

Figure 3.10: Randall Boggs
trates the application of cute traits to a subject in order to create an appealing animated character.
He is also reptilian, meaning that techniques used to create his younger form are especially relevant when stylizing other reptilian subjects. The process Randall’s character design underwent
between Monsters Inc. and Monsters University is the same process that needs to be performed
when generating a stylized character from the realistic appearance of a Sister Islands Iguana.

3.4.4

Rango
The movie Rango features multiple reptiles, including the main character. The character

designs of the movie are stylized in their shape, but possess realistic details and materials. The
balance between the two aspects of their design was the initial reason for examining the film. This
balance proved difficult to manage. Modelers were given strict instruction to follow the concept art
they were given rather than draw inspiration from the real-life animals that inspired each concept
[82]. The modeling team later found that including the amount of detail pictured in a character’s
concept caused the model to appear too “crunchy” or crusty. They had to balance having enough
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detail to match the concept but not enough to be overdone. This is an important lesson to keep in
mind when creating a character from realistic source material. Due to its inspiration from an actual
animal, the model of the Sister Islands Iguana character would need to strike a similar balance with
its level of detail while avoiding the issue of crustiness from which the characters in Rango initially
suffered.
Later on in Rango’s pipeline when doing test renders, the characters had to be scaled to
roughly human size to increase their appeal due to their interaction with light. Sub-surface scattering
(SSS) is a property of how light behaves when illuminating an object that is not fully opaque, such
as skin. Some light penetrates the object and eventually escapes while some gets diffused into the
object. This causes smaller objects to appear brighter due to less light being absorbed. Objects
that have SSS tend to look softer and therefore cuter. Rango, the main character and namesake
of the film, had to be treated as six feet tall for the SSS, as well as other scale-dependent settings
in Renderman to look right [82]. Renderman is the renderer used for the film. This alteration to
the scale of Rango’s character model indicates that scale must be a consideration when creating a
lighting environment in which to view the character model created for this thesis.

3.5
3.5.1

Workflow
Films Examined
Many production companies follow a similar overall pipeline structure and occasionally

discuss their company-specific general structure in interviews and documentation [94]. More specific
detail is less frequent however, which causes some difficulty when trying to develop a workflow for
creating a digital film character using processes mimicking those used professionally. Fortunately,
when a production company tries a novel approach to creating a film, there is an increased amount
of documentation due to the trials involved in the transition. Rango was the first feature length film
to be created primarily by Industrial Light and Magic (ILM.) [82]. Traditionally a visual effects
(VFX) company, ILM had to adapt their VFX pipeline to fit the needs of the film as they went.
DreamWorks upgraded their software prior to the production of How to Train Your Dragon 2, and
used the film’s production as a test of how their new pipeline would function [37]. The film’s
predecessor, How to Train Your Dragon, was created four years earlier using DreamWorks’ previous
pipeline. References to it can be found contrasted against the experience of developing the sequel
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using the new pipeline.

3.5.2

Workflow Summary of Relevant Steps
The Summary of pipeline areas relevant to this thesis, described below, was compiled by

examining the respective pipelines of films mentioned in section 3.5.1. Certain areas of a complete
film production pipeline have either not been detailed, or omitted entirely as they are beyond the
scope of this thesis.
3.5.2.1

Initial Concept Design Phase
This is the phase where 2D images of a character’s appearance are generated. For Rango,

Mark “Crash” McCreery created detailed artwork for the characters to get the shape, details and
feel for the personality across to the modelers [82]. His concepts were originally based on actual
animals, though most of the characters in the film act like humans. These concepts would be the
main source from which the modelers worked in the next step. For How to Train Your Dragon 2
this step was skipped for multiple characters. The movie takes place 5 years after the events of the
first film, so returning characters, while aged up, did not need whole new appearances [37]
3.5.2.2

Maquette Creation
Maquettes are preliminary models used to demonstrate an understanding of proportion

and quality the director and designer wants. This is occasionally done with traditional clay, but
for Rango the maquettes were ultimately created in Zbrush [82]. Originally the modeling team
attempted going straight into modeling the characters polygonally in Maya, as they had handled
VFX characters this way in the past. Questions about small details such as the shape of teeth and
tongue caused ILM to rethink this part of their workflow. They eventually settled on a three-day
maquette creation process [77]. How To Train Your Dragon used NURBS to create their maquettes
[44]. NURBS stands for Non-Uniform Rationa B-Splines [25]. They are curves that use data points
to efficiently calculate shapes, and are sometimes used to generate initial shapes of models before
getting converted to polygons for further manipulation. To create the aged-up characters in How to
Train Your Dragon 2, the “legacy” character models from the first movie were used as maquettes,
then shaped in Zbrush and Maya [37]. Some sketches were done to assist in the shaping of these
models directly, but the previous step of concept design was largely skipped. The design of the
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returning dragons was altered slightly, allowing for shapes that implied a more realistic underlying
muscle structure [37] [23].

3.5.2.3

Maquette Approved
Once the preliminary model is deemed an accurate 3D representation of the 2D concept art

by the appropriate production heads, it is prepared for use in other departments. This approval
process in [100]. took the form of submitting turntables (a video where the model to be reviewed
rotates slowly, thereby showing all sides) to Director Gore Vebinsky and Production Designer Mark
“Crash” McCreery for review [82]. Once a model is approved, it is retoloplogized if necessary and
given UVs. This way it can be sent off to to other departments [44]. Depending on the model,
there may be a “budget” of polygons that the model is not allowed to exceed. This can be due to
software limitation or a model’s importance in the film, with less important models being given a
smaller budget [37]. In Rango this is when they moved from Zbrush to Maya, unlike their initial
attempt of beginning there first. Most departments now work concurrently on the same character.
A basic topology is sent to the rigging team so they can begin work on a skeleton, and in How to
Train Your Dragon 2 ’s case, import the model into Rig, their proprietary rigging software [44]. The
Layout department can begin to use the model to set up shots, and Texturing can begin applying
textures, now that the model has UVs.

3.5.2.4

Further Detailing
This step is done in parallel with other departments working on the model given out in

the previous step. The basic model given out does not capture all the detail of the maquette, as it
has less polygons. The higher-resolution detail needs to be re-captured via maps, and re-applied to
the low-resolution model via its UVs. This allows a low-poly mesh to appear much more detailed
than its geometry allows. Some additional details are added via texturing, while some are added
with further modeling [82]. The retopologized model has a more efficient placement of polygons so
finer details can be applied in more places than before with the sculpted model. A combination of
upgraded software, hardware, and this further detailing is visible on Hiccup’s face and hair in How
to Train Your Dragon 2 when compared to his appearance in the first film [37] [23]. Because the
original model was used as a base for the sequel model, the additional detail the sequel has is a
direct upgrade.
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3.5.2.5

Layout
Layout runs concurrently with the rest of the production, not just with the departments

that work on the model after its maquette is approved [82]. Because of this, the layout department
works with iterations of models as they are created. These models are used to set up camera shots for
the film matching the storyboard, which is a 2D, slideshow-like version of the film created early on.
Layout adjusts things such as camera angle, lenses and position to achieve this match. The layout
department in Rango treated the film as if it were a live-action shoot, given Director Verbinski’s
background in live-action [82]. The team used simulated camera angles and lenses with real-life
counterparts, oftentimes using a lens kit that was previously used on Pirates of the Carribean.

3.5.2.6

Material Set Up
Materials are set up and applied by the look development department (Lookdev) as they

affect the appearance of a model [82]. This involves importing any maps associated with a model
and connecting them all to a shader which is applied to the model’s geometry. Settings in the
shader may also be modified. These shaders show up at render time and are what the renderer uses
in determining how light interacts with geometry to which the shader is applied. Test renders are
done in multiple different environments matching those a character will appear in during the film.
This is done to check if the material properties of the model’s shaders look correct, and to ensure
that the character looks appealing no mater the scene. This is the step where the character Rango
needed to be scaled to six feet tall for his SSS to look correct. For How to Train Your Dragon, Maya
was used to set up materials. For its sequel, a new proprietary software was used instead [37]
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Chapter 4

Design
4.1

Choice of Species
The inception of this thesis came from reading about the Spix Macaw being extinct in the

wild. Because of this, I did not have a particular animal in mind when beginning my research into
film being used as a means of raising awareness for endangered species. To choose an animal to focus
on, I browsed the International Union for Conservation of Nature’s Red List of endangered species
for animals that were critically endangered, and chose based on amount of visual appeal and clarity
of endangerment factors.
While all critically endangered animals need attention to be rescued from going extinct, I
wanted to focus on one whose natural appearance I found appealing, as well as one whose details
would present an interesting challenge to model. Not possessing too much fur or feathers was another
consideration, as fur simulation is not something I intended to focus on for this thesis. These criteria
removed most mammals from my search as they possess the most fur. The Sister Islands Iguana met
all of these criteria. It has baggy skin, meaning the model would contain many interesting wrinkles
and folds. The iguana is covered in multiple patterns of scales, which are a type of detail I had not
previously attempted. Lizard anatomy, while bearing some basic resemblance in structure to human
anatomy, is noticeably different as well. For the appeal of the hypothetical film, the Sister Islands
iguana is native to a tropical habitat, which would assist in the film’s appeal, due to its popularity
as a vacation destination [46]. A tropical setting would have multiple distinct environments all
with interesting lighting and colors. Beaches, forests and urban tourist areas could all potentially
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be featured in the film.
I considered reasons for why a species was endangered during my selection process because
I wanted a very obvious cause and effect relation that could be indicated through the hypothetical
film. Causes such as climate change or air pollution, while important, are very large problems with
many contributing factors. Because of this, the effect of individual efforts to reduce pollution and
global warming are not easily visible. I felt that the more difficult the endangerment factors would
be to resolve, the less compelled hypothetical viewers of the film would be to assist in resolving
them. The threats the Sister Islands Iguana face are much easier concepts to grasp than climate
change. Traffic accidents, becoming prey to household pets and losing habitats due to real estate
are much smaller causes, and therefore easier concepts to grasp by comparison. They are also have
much more direct correlation to the actions of people.

4.2

Concept Design

4.2.1

Reference Gathering
The first step in designing my concept was to gather images to use as both inspiration and

example. They fit primarily into four categories.
4.2.1.1

Iguana Species
To accurately represent a Sister Islands Iguana, I needed multiple references of members

of the caymanensis subspecies. I aimed to find images of the side, top and front of the iguana to
understand both its details and proportions. While I was able to find a handful of images, gathering
a sufficient amount proved difficult, possibly due to the small number of Sister Islands Iguanas left,
and the extremely small area they are able to be found in the world. When acquiring images of
the caymanensis subspecies proved difficult, I expanded my search to include the nominate species,
Cyclura nubila, the Cuban Rock iguana. Due to Cuban Rock Iguanas being kept as pets, as well
as their larger number, I was able to find many more useful references by searching this way. My
research into character appeal led me to search for images of Sister Islands Iguana hatchlings, as
I suspected that they may inherently possess some of the cute traits that human infants possess.
While I did not intend to model a hatchling, knowing what they looked like may help in stylizing
an adult.
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4.2.1.2

Level of Detail
When going about stylizing the Sister Islands Iguana, I needed to find an acceptable balance

of details, without causing my model to look too crusty, as was the case during the design of the
character Rango [82]. References gathered to accomplish this balance included detail and anatomy
references from iguanas, with those from the Sister Islands Iguana and Cuban Rock iguana being
preferred where possible, as well as already existing representations of reptiles. Detail references I
gathered include examples of the size and shape of scale patterns on an iguana, as well as close-ups
of various parts, such as the hands, feet and face. For Anatomy references, I needed to understand
how the anatomy of an iguana differed from a human, which is the basis of my understanding of
anatomy. While this may be humorous at first glance, as many large differences between humans
and iguanas are quite obvious, I needed to know specifics about the skeletal and muscle structure of
an iguana. From the various images of iguana body parts I gathered, I was able to determine where
bony landmarks (places that there is little to no muscle between the skin and bone, causing the bone
to be visible) occurred and where volumes of the iguana were instead created by muscles. I learned
that there were quite a few small differences in iguana anatomy, such as the muscle structure of the
limbs, and how many joints each finger contained. Existing representations of reptiles I gathered
included some reptilian characters from movies such as Rango and the How to Train Your Dragon
series, as well as the scientific illustrations of Charles Darwin and Thomas Bell. I was curious as to
how the scales in these illustrations were represented in particular due to their intricacy. In these
illustrations, a reptile’s scales seemed to be emphasized, often with the drawings using dark lines
to describe the scales themselves while leaving their surface mostly clean, heightening the scales’
contrast [13]. The reptilian characters in film best illustrated how to include the proper amount
of scale detail while avoiding the addition of too much. These references from popular culture were
also useful as stylization references.

4.2.1.3

Stylization
The character concept representing the Sister Islands Iguana needed to stay true to the

species while not representing it realistically. Expressionist pieces excel at evoking the “feel” of
their subject while distorting or simplifying their forms [62]. I examined and gathered images of
the work of Franz Marc and Max Pechstein to determine how they went about doing this in their
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work. In order to approach the distortion and simplification of a Sister Islands Iguana from another
angle, I also gathered references of reptiles from films and cartoons and compared them to animals
on which their character concepts were likely based. For some works whose subject was a fantasy
creature, I was able to compare and contrast the individual representations of the creature as well.
This was the case for Mickey Mouse, the mascot of Disney, the Aleena of the Star Wars franchise,
and Randall from the Monsters Inc. movies.
4.2.1.4

Environment
For the purposes of a final render, I wanted a small set piece for my character model to

stand on, similar to the environment tests done in the material set up phase [82]. References for
this set piece were already present in references I had gathered of the Sister Islands iguana. Because
of one factor contributing to the iguana’s decline being traffic accidents, as well as some images of
a Cyclura nubila caymanensis next to a man-made path of some sort, I decided to incorporate a
road into the environment that would showcase the character model. One such image is depicted
in Figure 4.1. My final environment design would mimic that of the reference image, depicting the
side of a road, with some underbrush and other natural elements.

4.2.2

Applied Stylistic Properties
Through research into character appeal as well as references of related work, I was able to

develop a set of criteria to use in creating a character concept. Any changes to the form of an actual
Sister Islands Iguana must be simple as well as very exaggerated, to increase character appeal. This
is to evoke strong feelings of cuteness, while remaining representative of the Sister Islands Iguana
in a manner similar to how expressionism evokes the “feel” of its subject [62]. The larger a change
for the purpose of increasing cuteness, the more effective it will also be [4]. While my research
resulted in many traits that can potentially increase character appeal, I generated a list of traits
that would be best applied in my character design, in departure from a Sister Islands Iguana’s actual
appearance. They are listed below.
4.2.2.1

Larger Head
A larger head relative to the character’s body was seen in multiple related works. Mickey

Mouse’s head increased in size to accompany his personality being tailored to appeal to a wider
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Figure 4.1: A Reference of the Sister Islands Iguana on a Man-Made Path
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audience [40]. The Aleena from Star Wars all have large heads to increase their appeal, even
in their most human representation [18]. Randall’s head size does not appear to change in the
transition to his more appealing character design in Monsters University, however when coupled
with his smaller body in the film, it increases in size proportionally [84].

4.2.2.2

Larger Eyes
Enlarging the eyes of a character is a very common method of increasing its appeal. Not only

was it listed as a trait in multiple studies of cuteness, enlarged eyes are seen in all works I researched
for examples of stylization [4] [15]. The size of Mickey Mouse’s original eye is smaller than the
pupil of his current, most widely appealing iteration [40]. The cuter, more stylized representations
of the Aleena showed an increase in eye size over more realistic representations.

4.2.2.3

More Prominent Brow Line
A more prominent brow allows for greater display of personality via facial expression. This

was seen in the more stylized, animated representations of the Aleena [30] [31]. A larger brow
also creates a larger forehead, which is a trait listed as belonging to cute animated characters [15].
Mickey Mouse’s forehead was enlarged in later, more appealing iterations by moving his ears further
back on his head [40]. Larger brows can also affect the silhouette of the model if enlarged enough,
creating more visual interest.

4.2.2.4

Larger Scales
Larger scales, while not a universally applicable trait, is one that has been used in previous

works to increase appeal. The scientific illustrations of reptiles contained in The Zoology of the
Voyage of the H.M.S. Beagle Under the Command of Captain Fitzroy, R.N., during the Years 1832
to 1836. Part 5. Reptiles emphasized the reptiles’ scales via contrast and linework [13]. While
the scales were not enlarged, the way in which they were illustrated draws more attention to them,
causing them to capture a larger portion of the viewer’s attention than they would otherwise. In
the cuter, friendlier character design of Randall in Monsters University, the size of his scales are
significantly larger than the scales he had in Monsters Inc., implying that these larger scales are
more appealing [84] [84]. Larger scales also align with expressionism’s simplification of form [62].
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4.2.2.5

Shorter Snout
Shortening a character’s snout is another common method of increasing the character’s

appeal. Mickey Mouse’s snout did not change throughout his multiple design iterations, though in
later, more universally appealing versions it was widened to give it the appearance of being shorter
in relation to the rest of his head [40]. The snout length of the Aleena also decreased significantly
in their more childish representations, specifically in the younger Aleena depicted on the cover of
the Star Wars Galactic Phrase Book & Travel Guide and in the tribe featured in the episode of Star
Wars: The Clone Wars, Mercy Mission [18] [30].

4.2.2.6

Stubbier Proportions
Giving a character stubbier proportions, meaning shortening its limbs and torso while adding

thickness is another cuteness trait. Stubbier proportions appear on many of the same characters
that possess a shorter snout that were studied in my research. Mickey Mouse was given thicker arms
and a shorter body over time, to increase his appeal [40]. The more stylized Aleena had stubbier
proportions that brought them even closer to the appearance of a human infant than they were
already, with the most exaggerated case being King Manchucho from Mercy Mission [30].

4.2.2.7

Rounded Spines
Choosing to round the spines of my character design was a decision made based on ex-

pressionism and the changes in tooth shape among representations of the Aleena, as well as the
shortening of Randall’s head frill in Monsters University. While not overly sharp, the row of spines
along the back of the Sister Islands iguana are somewhat pointed. The teeth of the less threatening
representations of the Aleena came to less of a point than other, more threatening representations
such as Grevel and Tsui Choi [93] [31]. The frill on Randall’s head is shorter in Monsters University,
and the tips of each frill appear thicker [84]. In order to assure that the iguana’s spines did not look
threatening I decided to simplify their shape to one that was much rounder, wider and less tapering.
While simpler, they would still give the feel of the actual spines in the way that expressionist art
evokes an image of the original subject.
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4.2.2.8

Reduced Claws
For the same reasons that caused me to simplify the shape of the spines, I chose to diminish

the size of the iguana’s claws. References of the actual iguana showed that they were large, pointy
and curved, which caused them to look quite threatening. Smaller and less curved claws would be
less so.

4.2.2.9

Simpler Overall Shape
This is an extension of the character design having stubbier proportions. The actual iguana

has many different curves and intricacies in its shape that I chose to simplify, similar to how Franz
Marc used simple lines to outline the shapes of animals in his paintings. The Sister Islands iguana
appeared to be comprised of roughly ovular volumes, such as the body and head. I wanted rounded
forms to remain in the shape language of the model, as they are the most calming. Over the course
of Mickey Mouse’s design iterations, his circular head shape remained constant, appearing in his
very first design and remaining present today [40]. This consistency implies that circles are a
very appealing shape. Preston Blair’s Advanced Animation also describes how circles are commonly
used in hand-drawn cartoon animations due to their simplicity [15]. These examples of the use of
circles in character design coupled with the appeal of stubbier proportions caused me to comprise
my character design out of circles rather than the naturally occurring ovals present in the shape of
the Sister Islands Iguana.

4.2.3

Sex of the Character Model
When designing the character to be representative of the Sister Islands Iguana species, I

focused on incorporating notable traits of the species as a whole, and did not discriminate between
traits present on a male of female. This was done to create a model that, with some additional
modification, could be tailored to represent either sex, depending on the needs of the production.
The Sister Islands Iguana is sexually dimorphic, meaning that both sexes have multiple differentiating
factors [85].
Males of the species have larger jaw muscles, which were stylistically exaggerated in the
character model [47]. Males also have enlarged femoral pores on their thighs, which they use to
mark territory by releasing pheromones [59]. As a result of the simplification of scale details, the
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femoral pores were excluded. The final, and possibly largest identifying factor is skin color. The
skin color of males ranges from dark gray to a red resembling the color of brick [85]. Females’ skin
is not as red and possesses dark stripes. Texturing was beyond the scope of this thesis, so the most
obvious differentiating factor was not applicable.

4.2.4

Determining Scale
An additional consideration that the inclusion of a set piece to my final renders adds is the

size of the iguana character model relative to its environment. By extension, this dictates the age of
the iguana character as well, which I decided would be adolescent. A full size Sister Islands Iguana
is roughly five feet in length, including its tail [47]. A full-size iguana, being almost long as some
people are tall had the potential to be intimidating despite the stylization done to its appearance,
so I decided that the character I designed would not be fully grown. The opposite age of a fully
grown iguana would be a hatchling, however I did not want to design a hatchling as their appearance
differs greatly from an adult. This difference in appearance had the potential for the character to be
mistaken for another species of reptile, as the adult is what is much more likely to be seen in the wild,
which is indicated by how many more references I was able to find of adult Sister Islands Iguanas
compared to hatchlings. While I did not want to design the character after a hatchling, childlike
traits used to stylize characters cause them to appear younger, which reinforced the decision that
this specific character would be an adolescent that is in the middle of growing to full size rather than
a fully grown adult or a young hatchling. To indicate this age, I decided that the iguana would be
roughly two feet long including its tail. Two feet is also the approximate height of a human infant
[68]. Because many cuteness traits are derived from the appearance of infants, this similarity in size
may aid in character appeal.

4.2.5

Character Personality
Through my research, I acquired a general sense of the personality of the character, and by

extension, a general idea of the content present in the hypothetical film. For the purposes of the
character model, said personality was used to inform the pose of the character when placing it on
the environment piece.
The personality of the character is primarily relevant to its role in the film, as it would
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dictate the character’s reactions to the film’s events. While the exact plot of the film is beyond the
scope of this thesis, I had some general challenges in mind that could be included in the film’s plot.
The film’s primary goal is to inform the audience of the plight of the Sister Islands Iguana, which
indicated that the character would be required to undergo trials indicative of threats faced by the
caymanensis subspecies. Threats such as household pets, traffic accidents, real estate development
and the invasive green iguana would need to be represented. The Spix Macaw received a similar
treatment in Rio. Animal trafficking was a major plot point of the movie as well as an actual threat
to the macaw species [83] [19].
Although not useful when modeling the character, I imagined that it would have the ability
to speak, as is common in other animated films primarily featuring animals, such as Rio and Finding
Nemo [91] [83]. This would be helpful for the film’s plot, as the character could engage in dialogue
as well as articulate its thoughts and feelings.
Depending on personality, the character’s response to events in the film could also further
endear it to the audience, thereby increasing the chances that viewers would assist in conservation
of the Sister Islands Iguana species. The character is the audience’s vessel into the world of the
Sister Islands Iguana, and would therefore need to exhibit a personality viewers found appealing.
As evidenced by the modifications made to Mickey Mouse’s personality due to his increasing fame,
a certain level of innocence is seen as appealing, while other qualities such as mischievousness could
generate complaints [32]. The personality traits I imagined would maximize the character’s appeal
and relatability were optimistic determination, curiosity and naivete.
It was important that viewers of the film come away from it with the sense that, through
determined effort, the Sister Islands Iguana can be saved from extinction despite the many threats
to the species. Giving the character a similarly optimistic determination toward the events in the
film would encourage that attitude in the viewer. I also believed that an optimistic character would
be more likeable than one that is either ambivalent or pessimistic.
I imagined that viewers of the hypothetical film would likely know very little about the
Sister Islands Iguana initially. It would therefore fall to the character to educate the audience about
the species’ plight. A natural curiosity would help achieve this goal. A curious character would
be able to function as a surrogate for the audience, asking questions or investigating areas about
which audience may also wonder. Curiosity is also a trait common among household pets, which
are generally beloved. Likening the character to a beloved pet in this manner may elicit additional
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compassion from viewers.
Similar to the innocence Mickey adopted in his later depictions, naivete could be used to
increase the character’s appeal, however this was only one of the reasons I chose to include this
personality trait. I imagined the character to be somewhat naive due to it representing a wild
reptile. Living in the wild, the character would be unaccustomed to humans, and therefore ignorant
of human practices. Despite the addition of human emotions and the ability to speak, the character
is still also an animal, and therefore still possesses animal instincts. This background indicates
that the character would make choices the audience would easily deem inadvisable. For example,
the character would see a sunny stretch of paved road as comfortable place for a nap, whereas the
audience would immediately recognize the inherent danger of falling asleep in the street. In addition
to making logical sense, the naivete present in the character would reinforce the idea that the Sister
Islands Iguana would eventually go extinct without human intervention, as well as foster protective
feelings in viewers that feel they know better than the character.
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Chapter 5

Implementation
This chapter describes the process of creating a stylized but realistically detailed character
model representative of the Sister Islands Iguana species for use in a hypothetical film. For additional
detail about the specific processes used where noted, please see the associated appendix.

5.1

Software-Focused Implementation Overview
Many pieces of software were used for this thesis. The purposes for which each software was

used are briefly outlined here.

5.1.1

Krita
Krita is an open source painting program, similar to Adobe’s Photoshop [53]. I used it

primarily in the concept generation phase. I created multiple iterations of my 2D concept within
Krita. I also used it to clean up images of pencil sketches. My choice to use Krita over Photoshop was
entirely based on preference. While I have used both Krita and Photoshop, I am more accustomed
to Krita’s interface. The purposes for which I used Krita here can likely be accomplished with any
digital drawing or painting program.

5.1.2

ZBrush
ZBrush is an industry-standard digital sculpting program [78]. I used ZBrush to create the

initial maquette, as well as to add finer details to the model. ZBrush includes a plugin to export
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maps based on sculpted details, which was used to generate displacement maps for the final model.
ZBrush 2020 was used for this thesis.

5.1.3

Topogun
Topogun is a retopology program [71]. It was used in conjunction with ZBrush’s “Zremesher”

plugin to retopologize the sculpted maquette. Topogun was used primarily for fixing sub-optimal
areas in the topology automatically generated by Zremesher.

5.1.4

UVLayout
UVLayout, made by the company headus (company name written lowercase as per their

website) was used in conjunction with the UV editor in Maya to UV unwrap the retopologized model
[43]. Maya was used for more advanced unwrapping functionality, however I chose to incorporate
UVLayout in my workflow for multiple reasons. The first reason is speed. Maya, being a very robust
software, takes quite a while to open on my computer whereas UVLayout takes seconds. This speed
was useful in preserving forward momentum when working on smaller, simpler pieces of the model.
UVLayout’s brush controls are also quite intuitive, and include a partial relax feature that can be
used to fix distortion in UV space on portions of a model’s UVs while leaving other areas untouched.
I chose to use the demo license of UVLayout for this thesis, which is available on headus’ website
free of charge. The demo licence only allows users to access the basic tools of the program, which
was all that I required for most parts of the model. I have had experience with more full-featured
licenses of UVLayout in the past, and while they are useful, much of the added functionality is
possible through Maya. Maya’s UV editor was used for any advanced unwrapping functionality that
the demo license could not accomplish.

5.1.5

Substance Designer
Substance Designer (Designer) is a “non-destructive, node-based environment” for authoring

materials [96]. It is another industry standard tool, and is often used in conjunction with Substance
Painter for texturing. While texturing is an aspect of the pipeline that lies beyond the scope of
this thesis, Designer was immeasurably useful in creating “alphas” to apply small details the model.
The term “alpha” is used by ZBrush to refer to grayscale bitmap images used in some of the
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software’s sculpting features. The value, or lightness, of different areas of an alpha dictate how the
geometry of a model will be displaced upon the alpha’s application. When using Designer to create
a full material, the maps I created for use as alphas would be used to dictate variations to their
associated material’s height. When used for this purpose, they are appropriately called height maps.
Designer’s functionality was used in this thesis only to generate alphas for detailing the model. One
such application was the addition of scales. For a more detailed explanation of Substance designer
and its role in this thesis, please refer to appendix C
Maps created with Designer “tile” by default meaning that when multiple copies of the same
map are placed next to each other in a grid, the border between them is not easily visible. Images
constructed to tile are referred to as being tileable.

5.1.6

Substance Painter
Substance Painter (Painter) is an industry-standard texturing program [95]. I used Painter’s

“bake mesh maps” feature to generate maps to use on the low-poly mesh version the character model.
These maps capture the details that were sculpted onto the mesh at a much higher subdivision.
With these maps, the low-poly mesh appears identical to the high-poly mesh at render time while
maintaining its much lower and more usable polycount. While ZBrush can also export maps, I used
Painter to export the normal and ambient occlusion (AO) maps partially because of preference,
but also as a test. Because the character model generated during this thesis is intended for use
in a hypothetical film, the model would be textured as part of the film’s pipeline. Ensuring that
the model was usable in an industry-standard texturing program was another way of adhering to a
workflow representative of a film pipeline as much as possible.

5.1.7

Maya and Arnold
Maya is a ”3D computer animation, modeling, simulation and rendering software” created

by Autodesk [8]. Like most other software used for this thesis, Maya is commonly used in the film
industry, such as with How to Train Your Dragon [44]. Arnold is a global illumination rendering
software also created by Autodesk [6]. It is able to be integrated with Maya via plugin, and comes
with educational license installations of Maya. Maya 2018 and Arnold 5 were used for this thesis.
Similar to the use of Painter, the use of Maya was not only functional, but also served as
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a test of the character model’s usability in a hypothetical film pipeline. Because of the many other
functions Maya provides and its widespread industry use, being able to bring the character model
into Maya ensures that it will be useful to other departments downstream from modeling, such as
rigging or effects.
For the purposes of this thesis, Maya was used for UV unwrapping (in conjunction with
UVLayout,) and both Maya and Arnold were used for material set up, lighting, and rendering. For
UV unwrapping, Maya’s UV editor handled more complicated pieces of the character model, such
as the face, that required functionality not included in UVLayout’s demo license. The materials I
created started as aiStandard materials, the default material type used for the Arnold Renderer.
Lighting was done using Arnold-specific lights, though Arnold allows the use of Maya’s default lights.

5.1.8

Nuke
Nuke is an industry-standard, node-based “compositing toolkit” [34]. Compositing is the

process of editing an image or sequence thereof, in order to improve their appearance, or to add
elements that were not originally present. Nuke is used for compositing and visual effects. For this
thesis, Nuke was used to simulate out-of-focus areas of images rendered out of Arnold, as well as to
combine a sequence of rendered images into a turntable video.

5.2

Detailed Implementation
The steps performed that ultimately resulted in a stylized yet detailed character model

representative of Cyclura nubila caymanensis are detailed below. While I am the sole member of
all production teams in the pipeline of this thesis, I was able to informally present my progress to
my peers and professors for feedback. Requesting their additional feedback took the place of more
traditional department meetings, as I could not do those on my own. Their additional perspectives
and feedback assisted in identifying effective areas of my work as well as areas that needed further
refinement, which was imperative in creating a final piece.

5.2.1

Concept Creation
The creation of a concept from which a character model would be created involved multiple

iterations. All concept iterations were created with the character in a neutral A pose. While other,
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Figure 5.1: First Concept Iteration
more dynamic poses are often done in concept art in a film production to showcase the personality
of a character, I decided to instead focus on creating front, side and top views in my concept art.
These three views are be the most useful when trying to match the proportions of a character model
to the concept, as they can be placed on top of the model for an exact comparison.

5.2.1.1

2D Concept
I began my first concept iteration by warping a photograph of a Sister Islands Iguana and

tracing over it. The image was warped to give the iguana a larger head and larger, rounder eyes,
as well as to fatten the body. Sketching over this warped image removed any distortions that the
manipulation of the photo caused. While the original image was warped considerably, the resulting
concept sketch, seen in Figure 5.1, was not stylized enough. In fact, the alterations were hardly
noticeable when comparing the sketch to the original image, despite my thinking that the alterations
were sufficient. One issue I suspected to have caused this was having the original image and concept
sketch so closely related. Due to creating the concept digitally, I was able to place one on top of the
other. While this allowed me to approximate where details should go, I focused too much on the
realistic form of the iguana.
The second concept iteration was done using pencil and paper, so that I could concentrate
on general shape rather than concentrating on being precise, as is the case when I draw digitally. I
made an effort to only refer to photographs for this iteration, as opposed to directly incorporating
one into the sketch. I began this iteration by focusing on the character’s head shape, and creating a
head concept before addressing the body. The face of a character is the primary focus of the viewer,
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(a) Paper-and-Pencil Head Sketch

(b) Digital Concept, Incorporating the Head Sketch

Figure 5.2: Second Concept Iteration
so creating a successful concept of the head was extremely important. After a few sketches, I created
a more simplified head shape than the head of the initial concept. This second iteration also bore
a significantly shorter snout and larger eyes. After I had completed this pencil sketch, I brought it
into Krita to clean up the lines and add a body to a duplicate of the head sketch. I again avoided
tracing over an image directly, and tried to focus on shape rather than detail. While this concept
was greatly improved from my first iteration, it was again too realistic. The head required a few
changes. The brow line and the eye size still needed to be exaggerated further, but the iguana’s
jowls needed to be reduced, as I had exaggerated them too much. The body’s proportions were still
too long and not exaggerated enough in general. This second iteration is shown in Figure 5.2.
To create a more exaggerated shape of the body, I returned to pencil and paper, this time
using quickly drawn circles to generate many different iguana silhouettes without getting too focused
on detail. These silhouettes are pictured in Figure 5.3. I chose one of these sketches to be the new
body shape, then moved into 3D to adjust the concept further.
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Figure 5.3: Sketches of a New Body Shape
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5.2.1.2

3D Concept
By iterating on 2D concepts, I was beginning to form a mental image of what the iguana

character should look like, however I also found that in generating 2D iterations I was becoming
too focused on precise detail. Creating additional 2D concept iterations would eventually result in a
concept off of which I could begin a 3D maquette, however I prefer to work in a 3D environment and
felt that I could better represent my imagined concept via sculpting than with further drawing. This
is not the typical production workflow, as a 2D concept is usually completed before any modeling is
done, however another important aspect of professional film pipelines is the flexibility. Raul Essig,
the CG Supervisor for Rango remarked in an interview that it is important to play to a production
staff’s strengths and to adapt the original plan to accommodate them [82].
After deciding on the character’s basic shape and knowing what to change on the head, I
blocked out the shape of the most recent concept with spheres, then began adjusting their shape
as needed using large sculpting brushes. Once the basic shape of the iguana was blocked out, I
began a similar process on the head by creating most of the larger details, which were then adjusted
as needed. A row of rounded cones was placed down the center of the back as a placeholder for
the spines. A group of these placeholder spines located directly behind the character’s head were
elongated in a wave-like arc. This was done to exaggerate an existing arc present in a similar group
of spines on an actual Sister Islands Iguana. This exaggeration also created a more interesting
silhouette when the character is viewed from the side.

5.2.2

Maquette Creation
Once all the placeholder objects of the 3D character concept were an appealing shape and

in an acceptable place, I began to detail the model. The spheres making up each limb were merged
together in order to better sculpt the limbs as a whole. Other than this, not much was done to mark
the transition between the Concept Design Phase and Maquette Creation other than the greater
focus on detail rather than overall shape. This is another drawback of a single individual being the
entirety of multiple production departments; the dividing line between some stages of production
become blurred, as is the case here.
When sculpting the maquette, I mentally grouped the model into four areas, the head, body,
limbs and hands/feet. I attempted to refine each area in similar increments. This way, all parts
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of the model maintained a similar level of detail, which is helpful when viewing the model as a
whole and identifying portions that need to be improved. For most of maquette creation, I worked
symmetrically, meaning that any brush strokes applied to one side of the model were automatically
reflected to the other side of the model and applied in the corresponding position. Enabling this
symmetry function allowed me to effectively sculpt half of the model, saving time.

5.2.2.1

Head
I began with the head. Separating the geometry of the concept head along the mouth line

resulted in the lower jaw being separate from the rest of the skull. This allowed for the character’s
mouth to be opened during later posing if desired. The features on the head were then refined.
Volume was added to the brow line, causing it to be more noticeable in profile. Raised areas such
as the cheekbone, lips and eyelids were given smoother curves than in the 3D concept, and sharper
edges were added along their length for increased visibility. Using rounded forms in a character can
cause changes in shape to blend together, so it was important that any features remain prominent.

5.2.2.2

Hands and Feet, Part I
The hands and feet in the 3D concept were represented by flattened spheres. In order to

more accurately represent the hands and feet, I replaced these spheres with low-poly human hand
geometry, included in ZBrush. Iguana hands and feet resemble human hands in shape. They consist
of five fingers, one of which is set slightly apart from the others, similar to a human thumb. Once
inserted, the pre-made human hand geometry was deformed to match the proportions of iguana
hands and feet. With the additional detail provided by these hand inserts, I was able to more
accurately determine the appropriate size for my character’s hands and feet, which ended up being
larger that the original placeholder spheres by a considerable margin. This hand geometry, while
useful, was largely a second, more detailed placeholder as well due to the process of digitally sculpting
a hand.
To construct a pair of hands, typically only one palm and a single finger are manually
sculpted. A single “master” finger is given the identifying details common to all fingers, then
duplicated to all appropriate positions around the palm. Once the finger has been duplicated around
the palm a mirrored version of this assembly is duplicated to the other side of the character. Finally
all the pieces are merged together and any visible seams created by the merge are corrected. This
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process minimizes the amount of sculptural detail that is applied manually by using duplicates for
objects with repeatable details. The only drawback to this hand creation workflow is that all details
need to applied to the fingers before they have been duplicated, or the process must be started over.
I followed this workflow to create the iguana’s hands and feet, beginning with the iguana’s foot. Due
to both an iguana’s feet and hands resembling a human hand in shape, when discussing either either
appendage independently, this document will refer to the appendage as a hand. When discussing
their placement relative to the body or to each other, the more descriptive term will be used.
I created a duplicate of the placeholder hand geometry and removed its fingers in preparation
for placing duplicates of a master finger I would later create. Duplicating the placeholder was done
to keep a copy of the placeholder’s fingers for use as a reference when later duplicating the master
finger around the palm. Due to the difference in number of joints per finger between human hands
and iguana hands, and the inclusion of scales, creating the hands and feet was a learning process,
involving multiple stages and a fair amount of trial and error.
On an iguana’s hand or foot, the number of joints per finger range from one to four depending
on the digit. For comparison, all fingers on a human hand have three, including the thumb. The
master finger I created, which started as a cylinder, contained four joints, the maximum number
contained in an iguana’s finger. After inflating areas of the cylinder to represent joints and smoothing
one end for the fingertip, I created a small, rounded claw and placed it at the end of the finger.
The claw was much smaller and more blunt than the claws of the actual iguana, which was one
of the stylization criteria I had decided on before beginning the character concept. I also sculpted
three of the most prominent scales around where the claw met the finger, believing that to be
sufficient detail to begin duplicating the fingers around the model. For fingers containing less than
four joints, I placed the duplicate partially inside the hand, with only the appropriate number of
joints visible. The amount of detail I sculpted later proved insufficient, as additional scale details
required application prior to duplication of the fingers. Before I learned this however, other parts of
the model were refined.

5.2.2.3

Body
The body of the iguana was well defined in the 3D concept. Only two shape adjustments

were made at this stage, while the rest of my work was the application of wrinkles and skin folds.
I enlarged the iguana’s belly in order to fatten the character and bring the shape of the
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iguana’s midsection closer to a circle. The tail was lengthened slightly to better preserve the tailto-body ratio of a Sister Islands Iguana. The shorter tail present in the concept combined with the
stylized proportions of the rest of the body caused the character to somewhat resemble a frog not
yet completely out of tadpole stage. A longer tail, while not originally planned, also allowed for
more expression when the character was later posed, as well as gave more room for the ridges of
scales on the character’s tail characteristic of the Sister Islands Iguana. Once the tail was resized,
some muscle definition was added, and a new set of placehoder spines were added to accommodate
the tail’s additional length.
The skin of an iguana is very loose, and conveying that with many wrinkles was one of the
visual details that caused me to choose the Sister Islands Iguana species for this project. Creases
and folds were applied to where the skin of an actual iguana bunches up, mainly around the limbs
and head, as well as some areas of the upper back. Some skin folds visible behind an iguana’s head
are connected to the dewlap, the flap hanging down from the iguana’s chin, by running under the
jaw. The geometry of the head and dewlap were separate from the body, which meant the wrinkles
could not be continuous. The transition between the two pieces of geometry was hidden underneath
the character’s jowls.

5.2.2.4

Limbs
To begin adding detail to the limbs, I needed to understand the underlying muscle struc-

ture, which differs from that of a human arm and leg. Despite the iguana’s stylized proportions,
accurately representing the muscle structure of a character is important in maintaining believably.
To accomplish this goal, I primarily referenced the reptile anatomy work cited here [3] [55].
When adding muscle definition, I first began sculpting the muscles as if the character did
not have skin. This allowed me to focus on the placement of each muscle, and the spaces between
them. Once each muscle was defined, I began to smooth them back out, imitating their appearance
under a layer of skin. This process of sculpting more definition than ultimately necessary, then
removing some is useful for creating subtle changes in volume that would otherwise be difficult to
create. Sculpting only small changes on a mesh to imply muscle definition runs the risk of the
changes being too small to be noticeable. When removing definition via the process I implemented,
only the necessary amount of detail is removed to imply the existence of skin, allowing for maximal
visibility of detail.
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After the muscles had been properly toned to imply skin, I added some additional detail.
Wrinkles were added to the inside of joints where the limbs bent, and a roll of skin was added right
above the hands and feet. My goal with these details was to cause the character to appear to be
wearing long sleeves. I hoped for this to anthropomorphize the character slightly, possibly making
it more relatable to viewers.

5.2.2.5

Facial Scale Application
One of the reasons I chose to represent Cyclura nubila caymanensis for this thesis was the

challenge I anticipated in adding scale details. I experimented with multiple methods of applying
scale detail to the face of the character. While small details such as scales would usually be applied
at a later stage, often after the model has been retopologized, the scales present on the face of a Sister
Islands Iguana are large enough that I applied them to the maquette. I used their application as a
means to explore various methods by which scales could be applied to the rest of the model. Scales
applied while still experimenting with and refining the application process could potentially differ in
appearance to those applied later using a more developed workflow. This was not a concern however,
as the head provided an optimal testing ground for this learning process. The scale patterns located
on the head naturally differ significantly from the rest of the iguana. Because of this, differences in
scales’ appearance due to constantly refining my workflow would not be noticeable in relation to the
rest of the body.
While researching production workflow, I learned that Frank Gravatt, the character modeler
who sculpted Rango, hand-sculpted Rango’s scales individually [77]. This meant that any time
Rango underwent a major change in his design, Gravatt had to reapply the scales, which was very
time-intensive. While sculpting each scale by hand would allow for a much finer control over details,
it had the potential to take a large amount of time. As the case with Rango, if I needed to modify
the scale pattern due to it not having the correct appearance, I ran the risk of having to repeat large
amounts of work. Finding a workflow that offered a fair amount of control over the application of
detail while also being time-efficient was imperative.
The simplest method to implement was to isolate a rounded area of the face via masking,
then translate it outward from the surrounding area, creating a scale. I did not have to manually
sculpt an edge around each scale and add volume, as both were accomplished simultaneously by
translation. This process was done to create the scales containing the character’s nostrils. Initially,
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parts of the mouth were also detailed using this technique. This method, while simple, has significant
drawbacks. Moving the geometry in such a manner stretched the mesh along the edges of the raised
scales, significantly decreasing the edges’ polygon density relative to the surrounding area. This
caused the edges to be difficult to sculpt on further if necessary. The surface of scales created this
way retained the smooth, flat shape of the face from before they were created, which is not the case
for most facial scales on a Sister Islands Iguana. This method was also difficult to apply to large
areas, as each scale would have to be manually created. The myriad drawbacks of this method caused
it to impractical for my purposes. The scales on the mouth created with this method were eventually
reverted and applied via a different method, though the two scales on the nostrils remained.
A second attempt at scale detail was made using separate, duplicate scale geometry. I
created a single rounded scale, then inserted duplicates of it along the character’s cheekbone. These
scales would represent one of the larger ridges of scales present on the face. The shape of the separate
scale geometries was then projected onto the single face mesh, causing the the face’s geometry to
deform and mimic the shape of the inserted scales. This method, while an improvement from the
previous method, also contained significant drawbacks. The way by which these scales are made to
conform to the surface of the character is unable to accurately accommodate multiple rows of scales.
Additionally, the automated projection process utilized here is often imperfect, resulting in errors
that require manual sculpting to fix. These drawbacks caused this method to be impractical for any
more than the most prominent rows of scales, and was only implemented on the cheekbone of the
character.
For the application of the rest of the facial scales, a third, more effective method was used
involving ZBrush’s Stencil feature. Stencil allows the user to position an alpha image over their
model as a mask, then sculpt over top of the image. The strength of a brush stroke applied over top
the stencil is modified in proportion to the brightness of each pixel in the stencil image. This is a
similar process to creating a rubbing of a leaf by placing the leaf under a sheet of paper and running
a crayon over top of the paper. The stencil acts as the detailed leaf, and the geometry is the paper
to which the details are transferred. A more detailed description of Stencil is available in the ZBrush
documentation, cited here [74]. Stencil’s functionality allowed me to initially apply complicated
scale patterns visible in reference images directly to the character model. Morph Target, another
ZBrush feature, allowed me to erase unwanted parts of a stencil without affecting the underlying
shape of the head. How this was done is discussed in appendix B.5.
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Because of the stylized proportions of the character model, references I used as stencils were
unable to be used on the entire area they pictured without frequent repositioning. A small area
would be stenciled onto the character, then the stencil would be moved and rotated to fit a new area
of the reference image to the contours of the character. This constant repositioning caused some
areas to have overlapping stencil applications. Some areas also appeared fainter than others. Once
the initial stenciling of detail was complete, I hand-sculpted over top the scales to clean and enhance
their appearance. This included blending stenciled areas that overlapped, increasing the strength of
the scale application in areas that appeared fainter and heightening more prominent scales in key
places such as the lips and eyebrow ridge.

5.2.2.6

Hands and Feet, Part II
With the rest of the maquette closer to completion and a better idea of how to apply scales,

I returned to the hands and feet. While I eventually created both hands and feet out of the same
geometry, I chose to begin sculpting the appendage with the proportions of the feet. An iguana’s
toes are much longer than their fingers, and while I was not sure at the time if I would be able
to use the same geometry for both the hands and the feet, I suspected that compressing the foot
geometry when modifying its proportions to that of the hands would result in less visible distortion
of the scale patterns than trying to stretch the hands into the shape of the feet. Once again when
discussing the appendage independently, I will be referring to the geometry as a hand due to its
resemblance to a human hand despite it initially being positioned on the back limbs of the iguana.
After experimenting with applying scales to the face, I realized that I would need to apply
all scales to the master finger before its duplication, rather than just the few near the claw that I
sculpted previously. Unfortunately, the workflow I implemented on the face would not perform well
on the finger. One limitation of using the stencil feature to apply scales is that it cannot fully wrap
around geometry, as it can only be applied to visible surfaces. This meant that I could not apply
scales around the circumference of the finger without using multiple stencil placements, which risked
having an obvious mismatch along the border of each stencil application. The more varied scale
pattern coupled with some manual sculpting was able to obscure any stencil borders on the face,
however the scales on an iguana’s fingers are much more orderly and uniform, rendering stencils
impractical. To accomplish the finger’s natural uniformity, I utilized a different ZBrush feature,
called Surface noise, which is able to apply alpha maps to an object using its UV coordinates. For a
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more detailed explanation of the Surface noise feature, readers are encouraged to visit the associated
ZBrush documentation page, cited here [75].
In preparation to use this feature, I UV unwrapped the master finger. This UV unwrapping
was done only for the purposes of Surface noise, as the UV coordinates will be lost when merging
the fingers with the palm. Because of its temporary nature, the unwrap performed on the finger did
not need to follow conventional UV unwrap practices, and could instead be tailored towards its use
in Surface noise. I created a seam down the length of the bottom of the finger, where it would be
least visible. Intending to use a tileable alpha in Surface noise, I scaled the finger’s UVs to occupy
the entire width of the 0-1 square, which would ideally cause any seam to be minimized, as both
horizontal edges of the alpha would touch, and tile together. Scaling the finger’s UVs so that they
were one unit wide in the U direction also caused them to be multiple V units tall. This would cause
an alpha to repeat multiple times vertically along the finger, as maps are repeated outside of the
0-1 space. As I was already intending to use a tileable alpha, this was not an issue.
Once the finger was unwrapped, I applied an alpha via Surface noise, and inflated the
resulting scales to diminish the space between them. I then duplicated the new, fully detailed finger
into the appropriate places around the palm. Once the duplicates were properly positioned, I created
a copy of them, then merged the palm and fingers together. This removed the UVs from each finger,
which was not a concern. The full hand geometry would need to be UVed again to apply scales
to the palm via Surface noise. I chose to retopologize the hand at this time, as I did not intend
to further modify the hands in any way that would prevent retopology. Once the hand mesh was
retopologized and subdivided enough to accept fine details, I projected the scales from the copied
fingers to the hand geometry and fixed any projection errors manually.
Once the hand geometry was assembled, I applied scales to the palm. First I extended the
column of large scales that ran along the top of each finger to the knuckles for greater cohesion
between the fingers and the rest of the hand. I converted the alpha used to apply scales to the
master finger to a stencil, and positioned it as precisely as possible so that the pattern would match.
In this case, stenciling was the best option, as Surface noise lacked the precision to apply the scales
in the proper spots. Once this was complete, I unwrapped the hand for use in Surface noise, and
attempted to hide any seams that would be created in the scale pattern upon application. These
UVs were again tailored toward the use of Surface noise, and were thus temporary, despite being
created from the retopologized model. I later unwrapped the hand again to more efficiently use
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the UV space, which is explained later on. The fingers and part of the knuckles already had scales
applied to them, so they were masked, causing Surface noise to ignore them when applying detail.
I applied a more uniform scale pattern for the palm, and inflated it to again reduce the space in
between scales.
At this time I noticed an issue. Because I inflated the finger scales at a different time from
those of the palm, there was a visible seam around each of the fingers where they met the hand.
Attempting to match the level of inflation of the fingers was able to reduce the seam’s visibility,
however it was still noticeable. The best way to minimize this seam would be to inflate all of the
hand’s scales at once, which required a reconstruction of the hand using uninflated fingers. I did
not have to fully restart the process of detailing the hand entirely however, as I had been saving
incremental versions of the maquette and was able to revert the application of the scales. First, I
removed the scale details from the hand entirely. I then retrieved a version of the the master finger
geometry from a previous file. This version of the finger had the scales applied but uninflated. This
version was then reduplicated around the hand. I was able to match the position of the uninflated
fingers to the existing finger geometry of the retopologized hand model via a combination of precise
positioning and projection of the hand at its lowest subdivision. Matching the retopologized hand’s
fingers and the new uninflated finger geometry as closely as possible was necessary in order to project
the uninflated scale detail from the new fingers to the existing hand geometry with minimal errors. I
re-stenciled the knuckle scales, masked them and the fingers, then used Surface noise to apply scales
to the rest of the hand. I then inflated all scales at once, which minimized the seam. While there
is still a change in scale pattern between the fingers and palm, the scales no longer appeared to be
cut off at the change from palm to finger. A portion of the hand geometry before and after fixing
the inflation seam around the fingers is pictured in Figure 5.4.
Once this single appendage geometry was done, a mirrored version was duplicated to the
other side of the iguana, completing the back feet. I originally assumed I would have to construct
new geometry for the hands due to differences in joint patterns, however with further research this
proved incorrect. While the overall shape of the iguana’s hands and feet differ, the skeletal structure
remains the same. This allowed me to create a duplicate of the feet, modify their shape to that of
the hands, and position the duplicates on the front limbs of the iguana. The modifications done
to the geometry to convert it from a foot to a hand involved three main changes. The the longest
finger of the geometry was shortened, the finger furthest from the center of the iguana was moved
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Figure 5.4: Initial Finger Seam (Top) and the Fixed Version (Bottom)
forward to line up with the others, and the finger on the opposite side of the hand was rotated and
moved backward. This similarity in skeletal structure saved a large amount of time that would have
been otherwise spent reassembling another hand.

5.2.2.7

Spines
The last area of the maquette to be refined was the spines. Because of each spine’s similar

shape, I created a base shape that would then be duplicated for each spine. I created the shape
using poly modeling to ensure a low resolution and proper topology, as I did not intend to sculpt
fine details onto the spines at this stage. ZBrush posseses a feature titled Dynamic Subdivision that
allows for a low-poly model to appear as if it had been smoothly subdivided, which I enabled for
the spines until I was ready to add detail. The spine I created was rounded at one end, and slightly
wider at the base. After completing the shape, I UVed it so that any duplicates made would possess
a UV representation. This spine geometry was duplicated along the back of the iguana at varying
sizes and widths dependent on the position of each duplicate, to exaggerate the variations in spine
height of an actual Sister Islands Iguana. Once all spines were placed, I began bending them to
either side to create more visual interest, especially from the front of the model, as more than just
the first few spines would then be visible. I was careful not to adhere to a pattern, such as bending
every other scale to the left, in order for the spines to appear more natural.
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Figure 5.5: Turnaround Image Generated at the End of the Maquette Stage

5.2.3

Retopology and UVs
With the addition of the spine geometry, all major details on the maquette were complete,

which marks the stage at where a maquette would undergo an approval process, then be prepared
to be sent to other departments [82]. A “turnaround” image was generated in ZBrush, displaying
multiple angles of the maquette. This image can be seen in Figure 5.5. The hypothetical nature of
the film in which this character would appear removes the existence of a director, one of the people
who would usually grant approval. The other would be production designer. I filled the roles of
both modeler and production designer, so there was no formal sign-off on the maquette. However, I
did begin to retopologize my model in preparation for it to be used in other stages of the pipeline.

5.2.3.1

Retopology
To assist with the process of retopologizing the various meshes that comprise the character

model, I began with an automatic retopology generated with ZBrush’s Zremesher feature. A thorough description of Zremesher is available in ZBrush’s documentation, cited here [76]. Automatic
topology is not perfect, as it cannot account for all the desired features of a mesh. While Zremesher
can be configured using various methods of input so that the generated topology is better suited
to the model. Methods used to configure Zremesher for this thesis are detailed in Appendix B,
subsection B.3. Often more important or complicated areas of a mesh need to be fixed manually,
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even after Zremesher has been configured. For each piece, after generating an acceptable automatic
topology, I used Topogun to manually fix necessary areas. Areas of a mesh that bend, such as limb
joints, require additional edge loops to properly deform during rigging and animation. Automatic
retopology may not include sufficient edge loops in these areas, or the mesh may instead contain
spirals. Spirals appear to be edge loops at first glance, however instead of connecting to itself when
circumnavigating the model, the line of edges instead wind around the model multiple times. These
errors are often created by the retopology process. One such spiral was present in the eye socket of
the character, seen in Figure 5.6a. In order for the eyelids to close properly, I needed to reconstruct
the topology into multiple concentric loops. The middle of all of these loops were bisected by another
line of edges that corresponded to the division between the upper and lower eyelid. These manual
improvements can be seen in Figure 5.6b Other areas where spirals occurred were on the endcaps of
each limb. These also had to be fixed manually.

5.2.3.2

UVs
Once each piece of the model had been retopologized, they were unwrapped and arranged

in the 0-1 UV space using a combination of Maya and UVLayout.The UVs of more important areas
of the model were increased in size relative to other areas. This is done to allocate more map detail
to those areas. Maps that I later generated at a resolution of 2048x2048 contained roughly 4.2
million pixels. Larger UV shells would utilise a larger number of these pixels than smaller areas.
For example, the UV shell of the top of each hand was roughly twice the size of the shell of the
underside, because only the top is visible when the character has its feet on the ground. Certain
pieces of the model were arranged in the UV space together, including both hands, or all of the
spines. This was done to minimize the number of maps that would later need to be generated to
fully cover the model.
Originally, each spine occupied the same UV space, as they were all duplicates of a single
spine. Arranging them so they each occupied a distinct area of UV space allowed them to later
possess different textural detail if desired. I suspected that if each spine were to appear the same,
there would be an evident pattern due to their number and proximity to one another.
In contrast to the spines, the UVs of both front limbs remained “stacked” together in the
UV space. The back limbs were also stacked, albeit separately from the front limbs. Typically
geometry representing this large of a portion of a character remain unstacked, however I chose not
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(a) Result of Automatic Retopology

(b) Automatic Retopology With Some Areas Manually Fixed

Figure 5.6: Topology of the Eye With and Without Manual Fixes
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to do this due to the benefits that stacking provided.
Leaving the pairs of limbs stacked only required that a minimum of two sets of maps be
later generated for all four limbs. If I were to un-stack the limbs while maintaining the same number
of maps, I would need to arrange the legs in each pair next to one another in the 0-1 space. Doing so
effectively halves their resolution in comparison to the stacked version, assuming the maps’ resolution
remained constant. Rather than arranging two legs together in the 0-1 space, each leg could instead
occupy the 0-1 space on its own, however unwrapping all four legs separately would take additional
time and sacrifice functionality. Because of UV stacking, the maps generated for one limb are able
to be used for its counterpart. This is not possible if each leg was unwrapped separately, as they
would all have different shapes in the UV space. Each limb is a separate geometry, so should distinct
details be required for each leg, a distinct set of maps containing those details can be applied to a
single leg geometry. This was not required during the course of this thesis, however it is possible
that this functionality would be utilised in a department that lies outside the scope of this thesis,
likely during texturing.

5.2.4

Finer Details
Once the maquette has been fully retopologized and UVed, it is considered a preliminary

model, and would typically be sent off to multiple departments that work with the model in parallel.
For this thesis, departments that would typically work in tandem were all staffed solely by myself,
and were therefore completed in series instead, beginning with further detailing of the model.
I brought the retopologized, UVed model back into ZBrush, to apply finer details, such as
scales. Due to the retopologized model having a much lower resolution than that of the maquette,
details smaller than the overall shape of the character were temporarily lost. To regain them, I
subdivided the low-resolution retopologized geometry to a polygon density comparable to that of
the original maquette, then projected the details from the maquette to the subdivided, retopologized
model. After fixing any errors resulting from projection, the retopologized model was visually
indistinguishable from the maquette, and therefore ready for additional details to be applied.

5.2.4.1

A Note on Scales
From the experience gained by applying scales to the hands, feet and face using various

techniques, I knew that application of scales via Surface noise would likely be the best approach
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to adding scales to the body and limbs, however there were some additional details that Surface
noise was not able to easily accommodate. Certain areas of the Sister Islands Iguana’s body possess
different sizes of scales, and a few different patterns. The scales on a real iguana’s body seemed to
increase in size the closer they were to the head or limbs, and members of Cyclura nubila caymanensis
possess characteristic ribbing along the length of their tail [79]. Surface noise excels at applying a
single pattern over an entire area, however configuring it to apply smaller, more area-specific details
is not easily achieved.
I was required to work around this limitation when creating the character’s hand by using a
stencil to apply a column of larger scales to each knuckle when Surface noise was unable to accurately
place them automatically. While the use of stencil was effective on the hand, it was not an effective
solution for elsewhere. Once applied, each individual knuckle scale needed to be masked prior to
the application of scales to the rest of the palm. Creating this mask took time, and would not
be practical in larger areas of the model. Another limitation to this previous method was that
when applying patterns of scales to the hands, nothing was done to blend the different patterns
together. This caused the transition from one pattern to the other to be very abrupt. The hands are
a relatively small area of the model, which aided in making the abrupt changes in scale pattern less
noticeable, however the body and limbs are much larger, and would therefore need better blending.
I adapted the workflow I implemented when detailing the hands, eventually resulting in a
process by which I was able to apply multiple different scale patterns to the entire model, choose
where each appeared and adjust the edges of each area for better blending. An important component
to this process was determining how to remove details in such a way that they could be later added
back if need be. This was accomplished primarily through the combination of Surface noise, Layers
and Morph Target, all features of ZBrush. This process is explained at length in appendix B,
specifically sections B.5 B.6 and B.7.

5.2.4.2

Applying Detail
The adapted workflow I developed was applied to the legs, dewlap and body of the character.

While the legs and dewlap were fairly simple, the body contained many different scale patterns, which
proved a greater challenge than the other two areas. For each different scale pattern, I created a
scale alpha in Substance Designer, including the varying sizes of scales present on the body. Some
“dirt” alphas were also created in order to add wear and scratches on top of the scales in order to
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break up the repeating scale patterns and increase realism. The majority of alphas created were
tileable in order to be applied by Surface noise.
Creating scales larger in size than those of a real iguana was a criteria I decided on before
creating the character concept. When applying a base layer of scales to the body, I originally used
a size only slightly larger than realistic, believing it to be sufficient, however it was much too small.
In addition to not being stylized enough, the scales were not visible at a distance. In a second
iteration, rather than try to subjectively judge what would be a sufficient increase in scale size from
that of an actual Sister Islands Iguana’s scales to those of my character, I attempted to match the
relative increase of Randall’s scales in Monsters University over their size on his adult incarnation in
Monsters Inc. This method yielded scales that were an acceptable size to be visible from a distance
and large enough to align with the level of stylization already present in other parts of the model.
Other alpha details were later applied on top of these scales to add the impression of wear, and to
break up what would otherwise be an obvious pattern.
In order to mimic the variation of scale size inherent to an actual Sister Islands Iguana, I
created a second, slightly larger pattern of scales for use in certain areas such as behind the head,
parts of the belly, and the underside of the tail. Most notably, I intended to use this larger scale
pattern on the character’s shoulders. However on application to this area, the border between the
larger pattern and the scales already present was too noticeable, and would later need to be redone.
A non-tileable alpha was created to remedy this issue. This particular alpha was designed to blend
from the size of surrounding scales to a patch of scales at a much larger size. This was then applied
to the shoulders via stencil, as opposed to the layer blending method I had been using to apply the
majority of scales on the body. Positioning the stencil so that the scales on its edge matched the
size of the base layer of scales applied to the iguana allowed the added change in size to merge with
the surrounding area with a much less noticeable seam.
The only large detail applied at this time was the lips between the character’s body and
the geometry of the spines, added to hide the intersection between each spine geometry and the
body. Adding these lips after scale detail was partially complete would have forced me to re-do the
scale details had I applied them manually in the way that Frank Gravatt applied scales to Rango. I
planned for this eventuality however, and was therefore able to retain the scale details applied thus
far while modifying the underlying mesh. Because the scale details were stored in layers on top of
the original mesh, I simply turned all of them off. This reverted the mesh to its appearance before
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any scale detail was applied, while allowing me to apply sculptural changes that would not disrupt
the scales.
To add lips around each spine, and therefore hide that they were separate from the body, I
needed to add a smooth volume to the body that encompassed the base of each spine. Rather than
sculpting each volume manually, implemented an approach that would project the desired volumes
onto the body automatically. To do this, I first created a duplicate of both the body and spines,
inflated the spine duplicates so that they would be sufficiently wider than the originals, then merged
the duplicates together. I then applied a number of smoothing operations to the merged geometry in
order to create a gradual transition between the body and each spine, then returned to the original
body geometry. I projected the the area of the duplicate geometry where the inflated spines met the
body back to the original, causing the smooth transitional volume at the base of each inflated spine
to appear on the original mesh around the areas where each spine geometry intersected the body.
The tops of these volumes were then manually smoothed to remove any projection errors. Once this
process was complete, all scale layers were turned back on, again applying them to the entire body
mesh, including the newly created volumes at the base of each spine.
The process of incorporating a specific detail into a background of smaller scales that was
implemented on the iguana’s shoulder was also implemented when adding the tail ribbing characteristic of the Sister Islands Iguana to the character’s tail. An alpha of this detail was created, then
applied via stencil, and any noticeable borders between the alpha and existing scales were cleaned.
Once this was complete, each section of ribbing was pulled outward from the rest of the tail so that
they would affect the character’s silhouette, and give it more visual interest.
The final detail to be applied was the wear on the spines, for which another alpha was
created. To apply this detail, the spines first needed to be subdivided to a density that could
represent the details contained in the alpha. After creating the spines initially, I enabled Dynamic
Subdivision, a feature of ZBrush that allows a low-poly object to be rendered in a preview of what
it would look like if it had been smoothly subdivided multiple times. I applied this preview, then
applied the alpha again using Surface noise.

5.2.5

Material Set Up
The additional sculpted details added to the character after retopology were applied at a

much higher subdivision than would be usable in other non-sculpting software. This detail needed
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to be applied to the character model’s lowest subdivision via generated maps, and applied to the
geometry via material.

5.2.5.1

Map Generation
I used Substance Painter’s “Bake Mesh Maps” feature to create two of the three maps used

in the final materials. Bake Mesh Maps references geometry designated by the user and applies
details to the maps of a model loaded into Painter’s interface based on differences between the two
geometries. For my character, I exported two versions of each piece of geometry out of ZBrush;
the lowest subdivision, to be loaded into Painter; and the highest subdivision, to be referenced for
detail.
The baking process occasionally creates errors where the referenced geometry greatly differs
from the loaded geometry, causing portions of the model to not bake properly. Input settings of
the baking algorithm then need to be modified to account for these differences between the two
geometries. The type of error that occurs can vary, and which settings to modify to remove it vary
on a case-by-case basis.
The maps generated via Substance Painter were the normal and ambient occlusion maps.
Normal maps are used to apply details to a geometry without adding additional polygons. They
cannot modify the silhouette of the model however, so any details near the side of an object may
look flat. Ambient occlusion maps are used to mimic the small shadows created by two volumes
being close together. The less exposed a surface is to light sources, the darker and more shadowed
the area appears, such as in crevasses or folds. These shadows are typically harder for rendering
algorithms to properly generate, so a map is used to artificially shadow appropriate areas of the
material.
The final map generated was the height map, which was done in ZBrush. Similar to a
normal map, the height map is used to apply smaller details to a geometry, however it is able to
modify the silhouette of the model. This is done though a subdivision process at render time, which
involves a fair amount of calculation. Normal maps and height maps can be used to depict the same
details, however height maps sacrifice render speed for greater fidelity. To export the height maps
from ZBrush, I used the MultiMap Exporter plugin, using a video as a guide, cited here [33]. Some
settings listed in the video proved ineffective when setting up the materials, which I had to alter. A
list of the settings I used when exporting height maps can be found in appendix B.8.
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5.2.5.2

Materials
Once the maps were generated, I began to connect them to materials in Maya. I intended

to use Arnold for rendering, so I used the aiStandard material type, which is specific to the Arnold
renderer. To test that the materials were set up properly, I imported the low-poly, retopologized
character model into Maya, and applied each material to the corresponding piece of the model. I
also created a simple lighting setup in the scene. This scene allowed me to test that each material
was working correctly before the model and environment were fully complete.
Though generating test renders of this basic scene, I was able to identify and correct a few
minor issues. The aiStandard material’s default Specular Roughness setting was much higher than
desired, causing the model to appear as if it was made of plastic due to the glossy reflections on
its surface. As roughness is a material property, and therefore not something for which a map can
be generated out of sculpted detail, I chose to set the Specular Roughness of each material to a
flat value much lower than the default. For the displacement maps to work properly, settings on
each piece of geometry needed to be specified. Further detail on Maya material setup is provided in
appendix D.2.

5.2.6

Environment Creation
In order to create a more visually compelling final product, and to more accurately judge how

the character may appear in the environments contained in a hypothetical film, I had decided when
designing my character concept that I would create a small environment piece. This environment
would feature a road, due to vehicle collisions being a contributing factor in the decline of the Sister
Islands iguana species [20]. It would also include a ground plane and some plants and rocks.

5.2.6.1

Ground Plane
The ground plane consisted of a dirt geometry and a road geometry. Both started as a

cube with the bottom side cut off. I knew that in sculpting detail onto the surface, I would need to
subdivide the cube many times, and did not want to waste processing power on having a sixth of
the geometry be somewhere that would not be seen or modified. Removing this face allowed me to
reach a resolution on the surface of the ground plane that would have otherwise been unobtainable
due to there being too many polygons to handle. Keeping the low-poly geometry of a box also meant
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that I did not need to retopologize these models, and their simple shapes allowed me to UV them
immediately.
Both geometries were scaled relative to the character model, then positioned so that the
road was in front of the character, and comprised roughly one third of the overall ground plane. I had
previously decided that the character would be two feet in length (see section 4.2.4) and therefore
needed the relative scale of the environment to reflect this. The arrangement of the road and dirt
geometries at this stage would not bear much indication of scale, as they were still boxes. The size
of details relative to the character would need to be considered upon their application however.
Prior to detailing, the dirt geometry was sculpted into a gradual slope, with the higher
portion behind the character. A dirt alpha containing small stones and sticks was applied via
Surface noise for detail. This alpha was the height map of a material created prior to the inception
of this thesis, for the purposes of learning Substance Designer. It was created by following the
tutorial cited here [97]. While its original purpose was not for this thesis, the material was perfect
for adding detail to a ground plane. This alpha alone looked too uniform, so by implementing the
method by which I applied multiple layers of scales to the iguana’s body, I blended in another layer
of noise, masking out the detail created in Designer in some areas to break up the repetition.
In order for the road geometry to be recognizable as such, I chose to include a pavement
marker in the form of a stripe of paint, commonly seen indicating the outer edge of a lane of traffic.
This paint line would also be the detail most indicative of the character’s scale, as many viewers have
seen enough pavement markings to have a rough sense of their size. I determined that markings such
as the one I chose to include are usually 4 inches wide, which would be one sixth of the character’s
length. After applying asphalt detail via Surface noise, I masked a section of the road geometry
that was an appropriate width to become the pavement marking. I translated this his area of the
road upward slightly, giving it the additional thickness that would be created by a layer of paint. I
then applied a number of smoothing operations, arriving at a result that was much smoother overall
than the original detail, but still had some of the variation from the original, mimicking some of the
paint seeping into the underlying cavities in the asphalt.

5.2.6.2

Rocks and Foliage
Once the ground plane was in place, I added rocks I originally created for a previous project.

As the environment was not the focus of this thesis, I did not feel the need to design new rocks.
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These rocks were already retopologized and UVed, so no additional work needed to be done save for
placement, which saved a fair amount of time. I placed a group of these rocks in the center of the
ground plane, with the intention of posing the character so that it was partially standing on them.
Once these rocks were placed appropriately, I sculpted around them on the ground plane to make
them appear to be sunken into the dirt, and so that their intersection with the ground geometry
was less noticeable.
The low-poly geometry of the dirt, the road, and the rocks were then all imported into the
Maya scene containing the character model and materials. Maps and materials for the environment
geometries were generated using the same method that was used for the character. The foliage was
created in Maya and did not possess a level of detail that warranted UV unwrapping the geometry
and baking maps.
The foliage was created using Maya’s Paint Effects (PFX) system. Paint Effects allows the
user to generate 3D effects via brush stroke [9]. There area variety of presets contained within PFX.
While many are organic in nature, such as vines, bushes, and trees, there are a number of others
such as buildings or human stand-ins. I had not heard of PFX prior to this thesis, when Dr. Eric
Patterson, my committee chair, suggested I experiment with it when creating the environment. For
readers in a similar situation that wish to learn more, please see appendix E.
The reference image from which I drew my environmental inspiration contained two distinct
types of foliage, long grass, and leafy ground cover. To represent this foliage, I began with two
different PFX presets that were similar to the grass and ground cover. I chose not to research into
the exact species of plant present in my reference, as the environment was not the focus of this
thesis, and the foliage did not have notably distinct features to indicate a distinct species. I was able
to modify the settings of the two plant presets I chose settings to closely resemble the referenced
foliage, and applied brush strokes around the edges of the environment.
Arnold is unable to render PFX due to how the effects are represented in the scene [90].
While PFX are three-dimensional, they are controlled by curves and not represented by geometry
unless converted. For the foliage to be visible at render time, the brush strokes needed to be
converted to geometry. Converting the PFX to geometry causes the data incorporated into the PFX
to no longer be as efficiently represented. Some of this data is animation. Another feature of PFX
allows for brush strokes to deform based on a number of factors, such as wind or motion of the object
on which they are applied. After converting the foliage in my scene to geometry, Maya began to run
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very slowly because of the amount of data associated with the animations that were now applied
individually to each blade of grass. To remedy this, I deleted the object history of the grass, thus
removing the animation data, and any other extraneous data. After the grass and underbrush were
converted to geometry, I created and applied a material to them, which possessed similar color and
specularity to the materials of the rest of the objects in the scene.

5.2.7

Pose
The last geometrical change required of the character was the pose. While turntables of

characters used to test their appearance in environments of the film are not typically moved out of
their T or A pose, I chose to pose the character to create a more cohesive final piece, and to depict
some amount of personality that I did not capture when drawing its character concept.
To pose the model, I used a ZBrush plugin called Tpose Master, which allowed me to modify
all low-poly pieces of the model at once, without switching between them. I positioned the character
so that it was partially on the rocks placed in the center of the environment. This caused the
character’s body to be at an angle and each leg to be bent a different amount, which generally gives
more visual interest than a character standing on flat ground. I gave the character an alert, excited
posture and expression, hoping that the character’s perceived excitement would translate into the
viewer being excited on their behalf, thereby increasing the character’s appeal.
For the body, I created a gradual “S” curve, with the middle being at the base of the tail.
Curving the body this way allows for more of the character to be seen from the front. It also causes
the character to appear to have found something that drew its attention, as it is turning to look in
a direction other than where the character’s shoulders and front limbs are facing. The tail curves in
the opposite direction to counterbalance the body.
To express excitement in the character’s expression, I raised the head and rotated the eyes
of the character to face forward, causing it to look more alert. I rotated the head to the side slightly
make the character appear to be contemplating what it is focusing on. I also stuck the character’s
tongue out to make them appear a little dopey. These changes were implemented to liken the
character’s appearance to that of a house pet looking at its owner holding a piece of food. As pets
are widely beloved due to their appeal and companionship, I hoped that by giving the character a
pose implying a similar personality to that of a beloved pet would generate some of the same feelings
of companionship and affection in the viewer, in addition to the overall excitement felt by viewing
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the character.
Once the character had been positioned in a pose that interacted with the environment and
indicated some amount of personality, I exported the posed, low-poly geometry from ZBrush and
imported it into the Maya scene. Because the topology of the character did not change, the UVs
of the model also remained the same, allowing me to apply the materials set up previously on the
unposed character, to the new, posed character geometry. The geometry-specific settings required
for the displacement maps needed to be set up on the new geometry, but no other material setup
was required. With this, the model was complete.

5.2.8

Layout
The layout department typically works in parallel with other departments to arrange 3D

scenes to match the storyboard of a film. While not designated as a separate step in this thesis, tasks
for which Layout is typically responsible were completed throughout other stages, due to the project
being a solo endeavor. In a sense, Layout was completed in parallel with these other tasks, more so
than other departments. The primary difference when working with a separate layout department
in a production staffed by multiple individuals is that placeholder geometries would be created and
sent off to the Layout department as needed.
Placement of the ground plane was done with low-poly cubes prior that were later detailed
as the dirt and road. This was done relative to the unposed character model, in the same ZBrush
file. Had this been done in a separate department, the low-poly cubes and the character geometry
would have been arranged elsewhere, and later substituted for more complete versions as needed.
The application of PFX brush strokes on the ground plane in Maya, before their conversion
to geometry could also be considered a part of Layout, as the brush strokes acted as a placeholder
for the final foliage models. Had this been accomplished by the layout department and environment
modelers working in tandem, areas on which the foliage would be placed would likely be marked by
Layout, which would then inform the environment artists on where to place the foliage geometry.
When posing the character onto the environment, a low-poly geometry of the ground plane
was created for use in Tpose Master. This geometry was a placeholder to ensure that the portions
of the character contacting the environment did so properly, and did not “clip through” elements of
the environment. A portion of the character clipping though the environment means it intersects in
an unwanted manner that does not make visual sense. An example of this would be if the character’s
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fingers went through the rock or ground on which they were supposed to be resting, causing them to
disappear. The placeholder geometry of the environment assets created to prevent this likely would
have been created during layout, had Layout been a separate department working in parallel.
The tasks listed above are not the only responsibilities of Layout, which is the reason for
discussing the department here.
The placement of objects in a scene is important when attempting to match a storyboard,
however so is the placement and settings of the camera. The film for which the Sister Islands Iguana
character was created is purely hypothetical, meaning that no storyboard exists, and therefore shots
and camera angles have not been designated. Final renders done for this thesis are more akin to
environment tests, done to ensure a character is appealing when placed in the settings of the film,
than to renders belonging to a scene of the film. Renders intended exclusively for environment
testing purposes are often a turntable containing lighting and a background indicative of a film’s
environment [77]. That is not the only purpose of renders generated for this thesis however, as
they are also intended as standalone showcases of the project. Rather than using a storyboard and
shot list to inform camera placement, I instead positioned the camera based on where I believed
appealing angles of the character to be, in order to best showcase the model and environment.
The focal length of each camera was increased from Maya’s default to better depict the
model. Increasing the focal length flattens depth, which accomplishes two goals. Flattening the
depth of the image de-emphasizes the length of parts of the model, causing it to look stubbier, and
therefore more appealing. It also causes less of the environment to be visible, which is helpful in
ensuring the sides of the environment piece were not visible in the shot if desired.
Another topic in which Layout is involved is the overall scale of the scene. Upon creation, all
assets were the appropriate size relative to each other, however this does not mean that they are the
appropriate size overall, in Maya’s coordinate system. Maya’s coordinate system, which by default
uses centimeters as units, is not based on the size of any geometry contained in the 3D coordinate
space. It is instead fixed. This means an entire scene can be much larger or smaller than its “actual”
size, which is important for calculations such as certain behaviors of light. This was the case here.
I did not realize this error until I began Lighting however.
A universal scale is typically designated in production before asset creation begins to ensure
that the relative size of all assets is consistent. If this were not done, multiple modelers could
be unintentionally working at different sizes, later requiring models to be adjusted when brought
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together. As I was the sole modeler, and constructed the environment geometry relative to the size
of the character model, I did not encounter this issue during modeling. The only potential mismatch
in scale was between the model and the properties of light, which caused me to realize I had not
established a universal scale, and correct the issue.

5.2.9

Lighting
To create each distinct lighting environment, I began with a large spherical light source,

called a “skydome,” surrounding my model. I assigned a High Dynamic Range Image (HDRI)
to this skydome to create a basic lighting environment that would imply setting and time of day.
HDRIs designed for use in conjunction with a skydome are spherical representations of the lighting
and appearance of a location, mapped onto a rectangular bitmap [105]. These images are able to
create a realistically lit environment without much additional effort on the part of the lighting artist,
and provide a matching backdrop if necessary. I used an HDRI to begin each lighting setup, then
placed lights to further highlight details of the model as needed.
HDRIs were obtained from HDRIHaven and sIBL Archive, two websites that provide HDRIs
free for use in any work [105] [16]. Images found on HDRIHaven are dedicated to the public domain, whereas images found on sIBL Archive are licensed under the Creative Commons AttributionNoncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 License, cited here [21]. Potential HDRIs were selected for this
thesis based on their similarity to environments that would likely be present in the hypothetical
film. Images representing forests and beaches were selected due to those settings being the iguana’s
primary habitat. Urban environments were selected due to real estate development that threatens
the caymanensis population.
When I began test renders during Lighting, it occurred to me to check the size of my scene
according to Maya’s coordinate system, as I had not done so previously. Using a measurement
tool present in Maya, I determined that the scene was less than one-sixth of the appropriate size.
This was done by measuring the character, which up to this point had remained the original size at
which the geometry was imported. During character design, I determined the character would be
a two-foot-long adolescent iguana, which when converted to metric would be 60.96 (effectively 61)
centimeters long. The model, at its imported size, was measured to be roughly 8.2 centimeters in
length. To fix this, the measurement tool was set to 61 centimeters, and the entire 3D scene was
increased in scale until the character matched the new measurement. Using “real world scale” such
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as this would avoid any cues in the behavior of light and shadow that would otherwise suggest that
the model was smaller than it was intended to be. After scaling the model to its proper size, light
would behave realistically as if the character was actually two feet long.
Due to lighting information being dependent on scale, any non-skydome lights placed prior
to the scale adjustment of the scene needed to be redone. At real world scale, light emitted from
each source needed to travel a much greater distance to illuminate the same area of the scene that
it illuminated at the scene’s previous scale. The intensity of each light was therefore increased to
compensate. Luckily this error in scale was identified early on in the lighting stage, and not many
lights needed to be adjusted.

5.2.10

Renders and Compositing
Before initiating a final render of any lighting environment, some final settings changes were

implemented.
One such change was the inclusion of a Depth of Field (DoF) effect to be computed at render
time. DoF causes areas outside of a certain distance from the camera to appear out of focus. This
can direct the viewer’s eye as well as add realism to an image. To add DoF initially, I measured
the distance between the camera and area of the scene on which I intended to focus using Maya’s
measurement tool, then adjusted the appropriate setting in the scene’s camera so that the portion
of the scene at the measured distance from the camera would be in focus. Computing DoF at render
time this way required higher quality settings than those deemed previously acceptable in renders
without DoF. This increase in render quality also drastically increased render time. In order to use
my time as efficiently as possible, I instead opted to add DoF to the renders during Compositing.
I created two Arbitrary Output Variables (AOVs) to aid in compositing of the rendered
image. The first AOV acted as a mask of any geometry in the scene. This type of AOV is commonly
referred to as an “object ID” AOV, and will render a version of the final image where any pixel
depicting geometry is shaded an associated solid color, with each object being represented by a
distinct color. Pixels not depicting geometry would be rendered as black. This AOV can be used
to manipulate the background or the subject of the rendered image independently when used in a
compositing software as a mask. This functionality can be used for color correction of either part of
the image, or for substituting in a new background image if necessary. This option was ultimately
not utilized. The purpose of rendering the iguana model in environments that would likely be present
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in a hypothetical film was to determine how well the character model matched each environment.
Modifying the environments to match the character model would be detrimental to this goal.
The second AOV contained depth information for later computing DoF. This AOV is often
referred to as “Z-Depth” or simply Z, as the direction in which the camera is pointed is represented
by the Z axis in the camera’s local coordinate space. An object’s local coordinate system is an
alternate way of representing 3D space. Local axis are dictated by the orientation of the object,
instead of being dictated by the global origin. As an example, translating a camera using its local
Z axis would cause it to dolly, meaning to move toward or away from the subject. Translating the
same camera in the global Z axis would not produce the same movement, unless both coordinate
systems are aligned.
Finally, the image resolution needed to be raised. To save render time during testing, I was
rendering at lower resolutions, which take much less time to compute. Final renders were done at
2K resolution with an aspect ratio of 1.85:1 similar to that of 35mm film, meaning an image size of
2048x1107 [69].
Renders depicting five distinct lighting environments were created. A sequence of images
that were later composited into a turntable video of the unposed iguana model was also rendered.
DoF was added to each environment render via Nuke’s ZDefocus node. I chose to use DoF sparingly
in order to maximize the amount of visible detail while also directing the viewer’s eye. Final environment images, as well as selected renders from the turntable sequence are contained in Appendix
A.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
6.1

Analysis of the Project
This project draws from scientific illustrations, expressionism and previous animated media

in the conceptualization and creation of a character model. The work uses tools commonly used in
the industry, and follows a workflow adapted from industry-standard practices to create an appealing
detailed yet stylized model representative of the critically endangered iguana species Cyclura nubila
caymanensis, or the Sister Islands Iguana. Some renders of the final product are pictured in Figure
6.1. All renders created for this thesis are included in appendix A
The character model generates appeal through its departures from the appearance of the
real life iguana. Certain features were exaggerated while downplaying others as seen previously in
characters such as Mickey Mouse, Randall Boggs from the Monsters Inc series and the Aleena of the
Star Wars universe. The character design’s simplicity of shape is used to evoke a feeling of cuteness
using methods seen in expressionist pieces by Franz Marc and Max Pechstein. Overall, the project
showcases a detailed yet stylized model of the critically endangered Sister Islands Iguana.
Cartoon representations of important topics have been proven to reach a wider audience due
to their popularity and are able to bring about change more effectively than information alone. This
project contributes toward the important goal of saving the Sister Islands Iguana from extinction
in this manner. I hope that this project as well as others like it will cause the general populace
to become more familiar with the plight of endangered species that not only share our planet, but
inspire the characters and stories that we all love.
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(a) Character and Environment

(b) The Unposed Character Model

Figure 6.1: Renders of Character With and Without Environment

6.2

Future Work and Improvements
There are a few areas that I would like to return to in order to improve the project, as well

as some additional areas that were beyond the scope of this thesis that I would like to explore.
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6.2.1

Revisions
The modification that I feel would most improve the model’s usability is representing the

character with fewer meshes. Currently, each hand, each limb, the body, the spines and the top and
bottom of the head are all separate geometries. I chose to leave the pieces separate as most divisions
between them were not very noticeable, however this is not typically be done with an organic model.
Were I to do this, likely all but the spines would be merged together into one geometry. This would
change the entire model’s geometry, requiring that it again be retopologized and UVed. Maps would
have to be baked out again as well. This is a change that would require considerable time and
effort to implement, and therefore was not done during this project. Most other changes I wish
to implement would need to be done after this process was complete as well, due to how much is
affected by altering the topology and UVs of the model.
In posing the character, when rotating the eyes forward, I modified the shape of the face to
grant the character a better line of sight to their object of interest. This was done on the partially
posed model, meaning the modifications are not present in the A pose version that would be used
in the film pipeline. I would like to implement this change to the A pose model as well, so that it
would be reflected should the model be used in the future.
I am interested in exploring better methods of applying scales to my model, possibly via
texturing. I know that Designer and Painter are able to work closely together, and suspect it is possible to create a material in Designer that, when applied to an object in Painter, could apply a scale
pattern that is modifies its behavior based on the topology of the model. Painter already possesses
materials whose behavior is dependent on topology, called Smart Materials. These materials can be
used to create effects such as wear on exposed surfaces or sharp corners, however I do not currently
possess the knowledge required to implement the same functionality on a scale pattern of my own
design. Creating such a material would require a great deal of additional research.

6.2.2

Future Work

6.2.3

Rigging
I did not rig the character model during this thesis due to time constraints, however I still

wish to do so. Rigging is a process I enjoy, and rigging the model would allow it to be better posed, or
even animated. For this thesis, sculpting the character model into its final pose was more efficient,
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as creating a rig that contained the necessary articulation would take more time. The character
would only be in one pose, and would not be required to move. The opposite quickly becomes true
as the number of poses the character needs to make increase, as once a well-articulated rig is created,
changes in the model’s pose can be implemented in a much shorter time than with sculpting.
An additional benefit to rigging is an increased chance of the character being used in future
Clemson Digital Production Arts projects. Rigging is necessary to animate a character, and the
animator is constrained by the controls present in the rig. Rigging the character model created in
this thesis and delivering it to the DPA department for use in student projects would save future
production teams the task of creating a rig themselves, allowing them to concentrate on animation.
Beginning to create a repository of past thesis assets is already a subject which Dr. Patterson has
expressed interest in, and contributing a rigged model to said repository would be much more useful
than an un-rigged model.

6.2.4

Texturing
I designed my thesis to focus on the pipeline steps necessary for the creation of a character

model following an industry-standard workflow. Because of this, texturing was not an included
aspect of the pipeline. Modelers are responsible for model creation, ensuring the model has clean
topology and UV unwrapping, but not for the generation of texture maps. While some texture maps
were generated during this thesis, they were done to capture sculpted detail that would have been
lost when importing the model to Maya, as the subdivided mesh on which said details were modeled
contained too many polygons to be handled efficiently.
Despite not being included in this thesis, texturing is still an important part of a character’s
appearance. In order to better imagine what the character I created would look like in a finished
film, I created preliminary textures for the character model and environment after the completion of
the thesis project. While additional work would be needed to refine this preliminary texture pass, I
feel that it greatly improves upon the appeal of the character by accentuating important details of
the model. Renders containing this preliminary texture pass can be seen in figure 6.2 and figure 6.3.
Color was added to the sculpted geometries using Zbrush’s Polypaint feature. Color maps
containing this information were then incorporated into the existing aiStandard materials in Maya.
The plants created with Maya PFX were given ramp shaders to display a simple color gradient. The
Specular Roughness value of the eye and tongue materials were modified to give those two areas of
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the model a more realistic appearance.
The color scheme I chose for the preliminary texture pass was that of a female Sister Islands
Iguana, due to most of my references depicting a female, as well as the additional visual interest of
their dark stripes.

6.2.5

The Hypothetical Film
The final addition to this project I am interested in pursuing is the completion of the

hypothetical film for which the character model was intended. The creation of a film of any length
is a monumental undertaking, and as such I would not be willing to do so without the assistance
of many others. The addition of other team members would deepen the pool of knowledge of the
production staff immeasurably. The topics concentrated on in this thesis are those with which I
have the most experience. Other team members would each have differing skill sets, allowing us to
create a higher-quality product as a whole. A larger team would also allow for work to be completed
in parallel, shortening the overall time of the film production.
The greatest necessity towards creating the film would be the inception of a plot. As a film
plot was largely not relevant to the scope of this thesis, one was not created, save for considering
general content to determine personality and considering potential settings when selecting HDRIs
during Lighting. To stay true to the goal of this thesis, the plot would be required to highlight the
Sister Islands Iguana’s plight. To be successful, and therefore reach a wider audience, the narrative
would need to be relatable and appealing as well. The existence of a plot would also inform other
aspects of the film, such as additional characters, and the length of the film.
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(a) Front View

(b) Side View

Figure 6.2: Renders of Unposed, Textured Character
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(a) Front View

(b) Side View

Figure 6.3: Renders of Textured Character With the Daytime Beach Environment
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Appendices
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Appendix A

Final Renders
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(a) Front View

(b) Character’s Right Side View, Rendered for the Turntable

Figure 4: Renders of Unposed Character in Studio Lighting Environment
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(c) Character’s Left Side View, Rendered for the Turntable

(d) Charater’s Top View

Figure 4: Renders of Unposed Character in Studio Lighting Environment
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(a) Front View

(b) Right Side View

Figure 5: Renders of Character in Studio Lighting, With Environment
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(c) Left Side View

(d) Top View

Figure 5: Renders of Character in Studio Lighting, With Environment
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(a) Front View

(b) Top View

Figure 6: Renders in Daytime Forest Lighting Environment
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(a) Front View

(b) Side View

Figure 7: Renders in Daytime Beach Lighting Environment
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(a) Front View

(b) Side View

Figure 8: Renders in Dusk Beach Lighting Environment
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(a) Front View

(b) Side View

Figure 9: Renders in Nighttime Semi-Urban Lighting Environment
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Appendix B

General ZBrush Techniques

This appendix contains ZBrush techniques used to create the character model. It is my
intent that the techniques outlined here are useful to readers attempting similar projects in the
future. Ideally this knowledge will save the reader valuable time that would otherwise be spent
independently recreating the processes which I have described.

B.1

Additonal Terminology
Some ZBrush-specific terms used in this appendix were not previously discussed in the thesis

document. Such terms are described here in the event that they are unfamiliar to readers of this
appendix.

ZTool

A sculptable model loaded in ZBrush is done so through a ZTool. ZTools contain the

geometry of a model and some model-specific settings. They can be saved independently from the
rest of a ZBrush document and are represented by a .ztl file extension.

SubTool

A ZTool is comprised of one or more SubTools, which in turn can contain one or more

separate objects. Only one SubTool is sculptable at a time. Subdivisions are applied to sculptable
geometry at the SubTool level, meaning different SubTools can have a different number of subdivisions, but all geometry contained within one SubTool possess the same number. SubTools can be
exported from ZBrush as one of many widely-used 3D file formats. All exports and imports done in
this project were done in the .obj file format.

Subdivision Level

Subdivisions, as discussed in section 2.1.2.4 can be applied multiple times to

the same mesh. Each subdivision may also be referred to as a subdivision level, or Subdiv. In ZBrush,
these levels are not zero-indexed, meaning that the lowest level of a mesh possessing subdivisions is
considered level one (and not level zero.) Each subdivision applied to a mesh increases the mesh’s
subdivision level by one. Because of the procedural manner in which subdivisions are applied, ZBrush
can sequentially transition between subdivision levels of a model. ZBrush retains the sculpted detail
of higher levels when working on lesser subdivisions.
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PolyGroups

The user can define subsets of polygons on a mesh by designating a PolyGroup.

This functionality is useful for many features of ZBrush, as PolyGroups can be used to manipulate
specific portions of a mesh without affecting the rest of the model.

Polyframe

Polyframe is an alternate mode in which to view the selected SubTool. When enabled,

the edges of a mesh are outlined in black, and any PolyGroups present on the mesh are each
represented in a different color. Display of the edge outlines and PolyGroup coloration can each be
toggled separately. The default hotkey to toggle this view is shift+F.

B.2

Fixing Polyframe Only Displaying Highest Subdivision
Occasionally when using certain functions while sculpting, Polyframe will display all edges

of the current subdivision with the same line weight, instead of edges present on lower subdivisions
appearing darker than others as it does otherwise.
A common way for this to occur is when using Mirror and Weld, which takes the geometry
present on the left half of the model, duplicates a reflected version it to the right side, then merges the
two halves together. Mirror and Weld is unable to be applied to a mesh with subdivisions. Assuming
that the lowest subdivision of the mesh possesses a line of edges along the axis of symmetry, this can
be circumvented. This is done by going to the highest subdiv and deleting all lower levels, applying
the Mirror and Weld operation, then reconstructing the lower levels afterward. This process is able
to recreate the lowest subdivision of the original mesh, however the relationship between the highest
and lowest subdivision is not the same as it once was, causing the visual change in the behavior of
PolyFrame.
Should this happen, the mesh will appear black at higher subdivisions, as the polygons are
so small and numerous that only the edges are visible. Going to the lowest subdiv of the afflicted
SubTool, exporting the geometry to an obj file, then immediately importing back fixes this issue.

B.3

Controlling Automatic Retopology
Zremesher, which was used for this thesis to begin the retopology process, can be configured

through a number of inputs to alter the resulting mesh generated upon its application. Often,
portions of an automatically generated topology need to be manually corrected to adhere to good
topology practices. Configuring Zremesher properly before automatically retopologizing a mesh can
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reduce the occurrence of areas that require manual retopology. Zremesher itself has multiple settings
and buttons in its interface, however there are some additional methods by which the resulting mesh
can be increased in quality. The documentation for Zremesher can be found here [76]. The bottom
of the documentation page contains links to additional relevant information. The primary features
implemented during this thesis are summarized below.

Symmetry

The simplest input not present in Zremesher’s UI is the application of symmerty.

Enabling symmetry (press X to toggle by default) prior to running the Zremsher algotrithm ensures
the resulting mesh will be symmetrical along the designated axis. Should symmetry not be enabled,
portions of the mesh on either side of the axis may have different topology, even if the sculpted mesh
has a symmetrical shape.
Symmetry was enabled when retopologizing each piece of the character, as the character was
sculpted symmetrically. Despite the character’s spines having been created by poly modeling, and
therefore did not require retopology, Zremesher was once mistakenly applied to them. Symmetry was
also enabled at the time. This application of Zremesher occurred after the spines had been bent to
either side, making the geometry asymmetrical. Spines that were bent across the axis of symmetry
were partially duplicated along that axis during the retopology calculation. Some of the resulting
spine geometry possessed two tips, and others were wider than they were originally. This mistake
was reverted, however the mesh resulting from the retopology is evidence that any asymmetrical
geometry will be made symmetrical upon automatic retolopogy should Zremesher be applied with
symmetry enabled.

Keep Groups In addition to their many applications when sculpting, PolyGroups applied to a
mesh prior to Zremeshing can be used as inputs, provided certain remesh settings are enabled. One
such setting is Keep Groups.
When Zremesher’s Keep Groups setting is enabled, the topology of the Zremeshed model
will retain the shape of any previously existing group. This is useful for dictating edge flow, and
was used to ensure certain areas of the model contained clean rings of edges, such as around the
character’s midsection, and around each limb. If Keep Groups were not enabled, such areas may
contain spiral edge loops, which are not considered good topology.
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B.4

UV Unwrapping a SubTool Containing Subdivisions
In most cases, a mesh will be unwrapped at a stage where it does not possess any subdi-

visions, typically immediately following retopology. In the event that a subdivided mesh requires
UV unwrapping in an external program, there exists a way to do so while retaining the subdivision
information. The steps for this process are listed below.
1. Go to the lowest subdivision (subdiv 1) of the mesh. The default hotkey to go down a subdiv
is shift+D.
2. Export the subtool at the lowest subdivision.
3. UV unwrap the exported file. For this thesis, either Maya or UVLayout was used for UV
unwrapping.
4. Select the SubTool from which the UVed geometry was exported, and if not already there, go
to the lowest subdivision.
5. Import the UVed geometry into the SubTool
When importing geometry from a file such as an obj, the geometry of the currently selected SubTool
is overwritten by that of the incoming file. Provided that the UVed geometry shares the same
topology as the lowest subdiv of the selected subtool, the higher subdivision levels are retained, and
the imported file becomes the new subdiv 1. The UVs of the imported geometry UVs are shared by
all existing subdivisions, as each subdivison is now based on the imported geometry. It should be
noted that importing a new low-poly mesh this way removes any existing PolyGroups.

B.5

Stenciling with Morph Target
Morph Target allows the shape of a geometry to be stored for later recall by brush or slider.

Documentation on Morph Target can be found here [73]. When used in conjunction with Stencil,
Morph Target was used to better control the application of scale details. While applicable to any
part of the model where stencil was used, this technique will be described in reference to the head
of the character.
In preparation for applying scale detail via stencil, a morph target of the unscaled head was
stored. Storing a version of the head that contained no scale details allows for the intensity of any
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changes made to the mesh after storing the Morph Target to be adjusted. Differences between the
stored mesh and the sculptable mesh can be magnified or diminished, even to the point of being
removed altogether.
After a Morph Target was stored, I began stenciling scales. To “rub” the stencil details
onto the mesh, I used the Standard brush with intensity set to 3, and LazyMouse disabled. This
low intensity allowed me to build up many faint brush strokes in order to apply the stenciled details
without unnecessarily deforming the head mesh. LazyMouse, which causes the applied brush stroke
to lag behind the cursor in order to create smoother strokes, interfered with applying stenciled details
in such a manner.
In the event that unwanted stencil detail was accidentally applied, the Morph brush was
used to effectively erase the unwanted detail. The Morph brush reverts geometry within its brush
stroke to the shape of the stored Morph Target at a rate relative to the stroke’s strength. In this
case, it was able to remove any stencil details while leaving any detail of the shape of the head
untouched.
Morph Target was also used to enhance stencil detail. To do this, the Morph slider was
used. The Morph slider rests at zero, and has a range of -100 to 100. Similar to the Morph brush,
moving the slider in the positive direction reverts the sculpted mesh to the shape of the stored mesh.
Moving the slider in the negative direction is able to enhance differences between the stored mesh
and the sculpted mesh. The slider can be applied multiple times, as after each application the slider
returns to its midpoint at zero. The Morph slider also only affects unmasked areas.
Typically after applying stenciled detail to the head, the stenciled area was doubled in
strength. In some areas, this still proved insufficient. To increase the intensity of areas that were
still too faint, the problem areas were isolated by masking, then the Morph Target slider was again
moved in the negative direction until those areas attained a similar intensity to the rest of the
stenciled detail.

B.6

Adding Multiple Types of Scales via Layers and Morph Target
A combination of Layers, Morph Target and Surface noise were used to apply multiple types

of scales to parts of the mesh. Layers allow the artist to apply changes to the mesh in a non-linear
fashion. Sculptural changes recorded in a layer can be later turned off, removing them from the
mesh, or modified in strength. A mesh can have multiple layers. Newly crated layers start in record
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mode, meaning until the record mode is turned off, changes made to the mesh are contained within
the newly created layer. To sculpt on a mesh with one or more visible layers, a new layer must
be added, or an existing layer must be set to record sculptural changes. If all layers of a mesh are
hidden however, the base mesh can be sculpted on without issue. More details about Layers can be
found in their ZBrush documentation page, cited here [72]. Coincidentally, the example use case
given in the documentation is the application of scales to a reptile.
To apply a scale pattern to a mesh that did not yet have any, I first stored a Morph Target
of the un-scaled geometry for later use. I configured Surface noise with an alpha of the desired scale
pattern, then adjusted its size and intensity as needed. I created a new layer, applied the Surface
noise to the mesh, then turned off layer recording. Occasionally I would use the Morph slider to
increase the intensity of the pattern before ending the layer recording, however this was not always
necessary. Layers each have an intensity slider that offers a similar control, however the range of
deformation it offers is finite and does not recenter itself the way the Morph slider does.
To apply subsequent scale patterns beyond the first, I would turn off any existing scale
layers, then follow the same process as applying the first pattern, beginning with adjusting Surface
Noise. A new Morph Target did not need to be stored as the first stored mesh is still applicable.

B.7

Non-Destructive Removal of Layer Detail
Two Separate processes were used in tandem to achieve a workflow capable of removing

details from a layer that could later be added back if necessary. The end goal when developing this
workflow was to mimic the layer mask functionality of Photoshop, which is able to hide portions of
a layer without erasing any details.
There are a few initial steps that need to be performed in order to later retain any layer
detail that would be removed by sculpting. First, the layer that will be edited must be made visible
if not already, then the SubTool is duplicated. The visibility of other layers on the SubTool does not
matter so long as they remain constant throughout this process. On the duplicate SubTool, the user
control-clicks the most recent history entry on the undo history bar, found above the sculpting area.
This selects the most recent history of the duplicate subtool as a reference point. This duplicate is
used to store the unmodified state of the layer that will get edited on the original SubTool. Once
the reference point of the duplicate is selected, the user may return to the original SubTool.
To remove layer detail without modifying other parts of the model, the layer on the original
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SubTool is hidden, then a Morph Target is stored, retaining the shape of the mesh without the
presence of the detail contained in the layer to be modified. Once the Morph Target is stored, the
layer is once again made visible, then set to record. The Morph brush can now be used to erase
details of the layer without affecting the rest of the mesh.
Due to the setup done to the duplicate SubTool, the History Recall brush, or Project History
are able to project details back to the layer that were removed by the Morph brush. The History
Recall Brush reapplies detail only in the area covered by an applied brush stroke, whereas Project
History reapplies detail to all unmasked areas of the mesh. When using Project History, masking
all but the necessary areas to decrease time spent on projection calculation is recommended. Both
the History Recall brush and Project History apply details from the state of a mesh as it appears
in the selected undo history, and are able to work across SubTools. Because of this, the duplicate
SubTool is able to act as a secondary Morph Target for the purpose of reapplying detail the true
Morph Target is used to remove.
The duplicate SubTool used to reapply detail is not technically necessary, as a stage in the
original SubTool’s undo history where the original layer is enabled functions the same, however a
duplicate SubTool is generally safer than relying on the original object’s undo history. Searching the
undo history bar for the proper state of the mesh may be difficult, especially if the history is quite
lengthy. In addition, ZTool files do not preserve undo history data, meaning the reference point will
be lost if the file is closed and reopened for any reason. Creating a duplicate SubTool containing
fully detailed copies of any layers to be modified with this workflow preserves their reference points
for the History Recall brush better than relying on the original SubTool alone.
This process was used to remove portions of each scale pattern (which were each stored on
separate layers,) in order to break up the scale patterns present on the character, as well as to better
blend the patterns together. Layers were required to be modified one at a time, as switching layers
required multiple steps. To edit a different layer, often some layers’ visibility were changed, meaning
the visibility of the layers in the duplicate SubTool needed to be adjusted to match. To erase and
reapply detail from the new layer, a new reference point for the History Recall brush needed to be
created, and a new Morph Target needed to be stored.
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Figure 10: Multi Map Exporter Interface

B.8

Multi-Map Exporter Displacement Settings
Displacement maps were generated via the Multi Map Exporter Zplugin, the settings for

which were initially obtained from a Youtube tutorial, cited here [33]. This tutorial explains most
settings, however it differs from those used in one important area. The tutorial recommends a Mid
value of 0.5, however this caused the displacement maps to behave improperly in Maya. Changing
the Mid value to zero resolved the issue. A screenshot of settings used is included in figure 10. Of
particular note is the SmoothUV setting, as the edges of the geometry used in Maya were softened,
which dictates the use of this feature.
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Appendix C
C.1

Alphas Generated in Substance Designer

Substance Designer Overview
Some explanation contained in this section is applicable to multiple maps contained in a

Substance Designer (Designer) material. Said explanations will only be given in reference to height
maps however, as their use as alphas was the only implementation of Designer during this thesis.
Designer’s non-destructive environment allows for the bitmaps generated to be of any resolution by altering a single setting [96]. This is different from changing the size, or resolution, of a
canvas in a digital painting program such as Krita, which adds or removes data in the form of pixels.
Images in such a program can be easily scaled down, as some detail from the original image gets
omitted in the smaller version, however creating a larger image out of a smaller one is much more
difficult. The additional detail a higher resolution image contains can not be easily generated automatically from a smaller original in a digital painting program. This is not the case with Designer
due to the way the images it generates are created.
Designer’s node-based interface allows for a node network to procedurally generate an image,
instead of the way digital painting programs rely on the accumulation of brush strokes. Nodes, each
of which perform a single function, are connected together by their inputs and outputs to form a
network that generates an image. Not only is this style of image generation useful in ensuring a
detailed alpha at any resolution, but it allows for alterations to be made to the alpha very easily.
Alphas can be iteratively improved upon with the addition or modification of a few nodes, allowing
for feedback to be quickly incorporated. Multiple variations of a single alpha can be generated by
creating a branch from an existing network that eventually leads to another output. This is useful
in creating details that share a single style, but have some important changes.
As stated previously, one benefit of Designer is that unless otherwise specified, all maps
generated will tile. This is especially important when applying an alpha multiple times along an
object, which was done with multiple scale patterns.
Artists often post alphas they have authored on the internet, where an alpha or package
thereof is able to be licensed for use in other artist’s projects. These files are usually available for
a small fee or donation to the author. In some cases, they are available free of charge, but come
with a decrease in quality or functionality. I opted to create my own materials, as the time saved by
licensing other’s work did not warrant the associated sacrifice, whether to my finances or to the file’s
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functionality. Had I licensed other artists’ work for use in this thesis, I may have run into some issues
that I was able to avoid by creating alphas myself. Having an alpha’s resolution be sufficient for its
application, whether or not an alpha is able to tile, and keeping a consistent stylistic appearance
across all alphas were aspects I was able to control, rather than being dependent on past decisions
made by artists who have made their work available.

C.2

Selected Alphas
Figure 11 contains a selection of alphas used in this thesis. Others are pictured in Figures

15 and 16.

(a) Large Scales

(b) Small Scales

(d) Bone Alpha, Created For the
Spines

(c) Small Angular Scales, Used
on the Dewlap

(e) Height Map for Dirt Ground
Tutorial Material [97]

Figure 11: Selected Alphas
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C.3

Overview of Creating Scale Alphas
Material creation in Substance Designer are typically begins with large shapes of a material.

As large shapes become more refined, the artist works on progressively smaller shape details, adding
color only after a grayscale representation of the material is complete [97]. The beginning portion
of this workflow was implemented to create the alphas used in this thesis. The general workflow
implemented for scale pattern alphas is provided below.
• Identify a scale pattern present in a reference image for which an alpha should be created.
• Select a basic shape to represent each individual scale.
• Arrange the basic shapes in a pattern.
• Distort the pattern of shapes to resemble natural scales.
• Add more definition to the scales and the area between them.
• Apply dirt, scratches or damage to break up the scale pattern.
• Export the resulting grayscale image.
Most scales present on the Sister Islands iguana appeared roughly square or hexagonal and
were arranged in a roughly grid-like pattern. Each row of scales was horizontally offset from the
one preceding it. The basic shape of each alpha was created accordingly, beginning with one of the
aforementioned shapes arranged in such a grid. This basic grid was then modified using a node
structure described in subsection C.5, creating a black and white basic scale pattern. To add detail
to the pattern, a series of blur nodes and noise generation nodes were added. Additional subsequent
nodes were added to create scratches and damaged areas. This was done break up the clean scale
pattern, thus increasing realism.

C.4

Typical Basic Shape and Pattern Generation
The scale alphas created for this thesis typically began with a Tile Generator node “tiling”

copies of a basic shape to form a grid. The Tile Generator node can be configured to tile a shape
connected to its input, or use one of its built-in preset shapes. The square preset was often used,
though occasionally a more complex shape was created and input into the node. The output of the
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Tile Generator was then distorted, varying each tiled shape based on a gradient pattern. This caused
the final scales to vary in size and shape, making the pattern look more natural. A Directional Warp
node with a Perlin Noise gradient input was used to accomplish this. This structure of nodes can
be seen at the beginning of the graph in Figure 12b.

C.5

Converting Basic Shapes to Scales
There are two different structures of nodes able to convert a grid of basic geometric shapes

into a representation of organic scales. The first structure, shown in Figure 12a utilizes the Distance
and Edge Detect nodes. The second structure, shown in Figure 12b utilizes Blur HQ Grayscale,
Histogram Scan and Warp. Both methods are able to create visually similar results as depicted in
Figure12. With the exception of the Tile Generator node, nodes present in both graphs contain the
same settings.

C.5.1

Method One, Edge Detect
In the first method, the Distance node simultaneously extends the edges of each contiguous

group of pixels that contain the same value in every direction until they contact the edge of a different
value group. The resulting image is what is known as a voronoi pattern. This output is then warped
according to a Perlin noise input to make the pattern less grid-like, then input to the Edge Detect
node. This node outlines areas where its input changes value, resulting in a scale pattern. The Edge
Detect node may be adjusted for thicker outlines, or rounder corners where the outlines intersect
as needed. This method uses one less node than the other, and may therefore be marginally more
efficient when working with it in Designer.

Viability for this Thesis While this method was initially considered, it was ultimately not
implemented for two primary reasons. First, the Distance node requires specific features to be present
in its input. Second, the pattern input to this method does not closely resemble the output. This
creates additional difficulty when attempting to construct a pattern matching that of a reference.
These limitations are also the reason settings of the Tile Generator node used in Figure 12a differ
from those of the same node in Figure 12b.
When configured as shown in Figure 12a, the Distance node requires the border between
each input shape and the background to be sharp. Any gradation between light and dark in these
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areas would create numerous small value changes, which the Distance node would attempt to extend
individually. The Directional Warp node creates a small amount of gradation in its output, causing
it to be placed after the distance node for this same reason.
The color of each shape present in the distance node’s input was required to be different
from those neighboring it, so that there were visible borders in the voronoi pattern.

C.5.2

Method Two, Histogram Scan
The second method begins by blurring its input to remove sharp edges and create a larger

gradient. The Histogram Scan node then assigns a white or black value to pixels based on their
input value. This functionality is achieved by setting the Histogram Scan’s Contrast parameter to
one. The output of the Histogram Scan node is then warped by the same blurred image it used as
input, to adjust the thickness of the black areas.

Viability for This Thesis

This method excels in most areas where the previous method did not,

causing it to be implemented when creating scale alphas. The only significant drawback to this
method is its difficulty with input patterns containing large spaces between shapes. This is in direct
contrast to Method 1, which requires them. This limitation was not an issue for this thesis, however
it is a consideration when choosing which method to implement in the future.
Because the first step of this method was blurring the input pattern, there were no stringent
requirements the input image needed to follow. The input and output pattern closely resembled
each other, allowing the appearance of the final output to be anticipated during basic construction.
Finally, modifying the settings of this node structure to achieve a desired result was more intuitive,
however that may be a personal preference.

C.6

Detailing Basic Scale Patterns
Black and white Scale patterns only describe the basic shape of each scale and therefore

require additional detail. This is done for increased visual interest and a better semblance of realism. The surface of the scales present in each pattern are detailed separately from the pattern’s
background.
To add volume to the scales, the initial scale pattern is blurred, then the initial pattern is
blended on top of the blurred image, creating a gradation to each scale while preserving the borders
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(a) Use of Distance and Edge Detect nodes on Initial Pattern

(b) Use of Histogram Scan and Warp nodes on Initial Pattern

(c) Output of Graph in Figure 12a

(d) Output of Graph in Figure 12b

Figure 12: Two Methods of Creating Scale Patterns and Their Output
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from the original pattern. Second, the scales are warped based on a Perlin Noise node set to a
much higher scale than was used to add variance to the basic pattern. This warping adds small
deformations along the border of each scale, which are then softened slightly via blur. This process
is shown in Figure 13a.
Once the scales have been detailed, definition is added to the skin area in between each
scale. The detailed scale image is inverted, making the skin area the foreground. Multiple preset
noise maps are blended with the inverted scale pattern to add variation to the skin. The resulting
image is then blended with the detailed scales to create a detailed scale pattern. This process is
shown in Figure 13b.

C.7

Adding Wear and Exporting
The final step in creating a scale alpha is adding wear to the pattern, thus breaking up the

clean scale pattern and adding more realism. To do this, the detailed scale pattern is scaled to 25%
of its original size using the Transformation 2D node, creating a 2x2 tiled pattern. Two generator
nodes offered as part of Designer, Grunge Map 001 and Scratches Generator, were blended on top
of the scale alpha to create wear. The completed alpha is then exported from the final node in the
graph. This process, as well as three generated outputs is shown in Figure 14. Multiple outputs were
generated for varying levels of wear, as well as an alpha of the damage pattern, in case a different
strength of damage is needed. A version of the clean, detailed scale pattern may also be exported
for use with the damage alpha. Images exported from the alpha used as an example are shown in
Figure 15

C.8

Alphas of Specific Features
The majority of scale alphas were uniform, and created using the process described in C.3.

However, two scale alphas were created to represent specific details on the character, which required
specially constructed basic patterns. Once each pattern was constructed, it was detailed in the same
way as the other scale alphas. The final alpha output of both specially constructed scale patterns
are pictured in Figure 16.
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(a) Portion of Graph Adding Definition to Scales From a Basic Scale Pattern

(b) Addition of Detail to the Area Between Scales and Blending of all Detail

Figure 13: Detail Added to a Basic Scale Pattern
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Figure 14: Adding Scratches and Damage to the Clean Scale Pattern, and Final Outputs

(a) Detailed Scale Pattern, Tiled Once

(b) Damaged Scales Alpha

(c) Worn Scales Alpha

Figure 15: Exported Images of a Scale Alpha
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(d) Damage Alpha, for
Custom Wear Intensity

(a) Shoulder Patch Alpha, Described in Shoulder (b) Tail Ribbing Alpha, Described in Tail Ribbing
Patch

Figure 16: Specially Constructed Alphas
C.8.1

Shoulder Patch
The shoulders of the Sister Islands Iguana possess scales that are larger than the surrounding

area. Originally this detail was represented by two alphas at different scale sizes. The transition
from the smaller scales to the larger scales was not gradual, making the border extremely noticeable.
An alpha transitioning from small scales at the edges to large scales at the center was created to
remedy this issue.
The primary difference when constructing this alpha was in the creation of the basic shape.
After generating a grid of blurred squares, I used a Non-Uniform Directional Warp node distort
the center of the grid so that it appeared to bubble outward. The node structure implemented to
accomplish this distortion can be seen in Figure 17a. A Multi-Directional Warp node was then used
(in place of the typical Directional Warp) node to create variance in the initial pattern. A slightly
modified node structure implementing Histogram Scan was then applied to create a more realistic
scale shape. This portion of the graph is pictured in Figure 17b. I then used a mask to remove
scales at the edge of the alpha. This alpha was not intended to tile, and some scales near the edge
of the map were partially cut off. Others in each corner were much smaller than desired due to the
warping of the initial grid. The mask was applied by using a Flood Fill to Grayscale node to fill all
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scales touching a white portion of the mask with solid white, while all other scales were filled with
solid black. The portion of the node graph that generated and applied this mask can be seen in
Figure 17c.
The shoulder alpha at different stages in its creation are pictured in Figure 18.

C.8.2

Tail Ribbing
Sister Islands Iguanas posses columns of scales much larger than those of surrounding area,

spaced periodically along their tail [79]. This detail is referred to as “tail ribbing” and needed to
be included in the character model. Due to the sudden change in scale size between each rib and
the surrounding scales, creating an alpha to represent this detail could not be accomplished by the
same method as creating the shoulder scale patch. The shoulder patch had a gradual change in
scale size, which the ribbing did not. For this alpha, I created a graph that could incorporate large
details onto a background of smaller scales.
First, I constructed a pattern of scales for use as a background using the same method as
a uniform scale pattern. I left an unusually large amount of space between each shape this time
however, in preparation for blending in larger shapes. This initial background is shown in Figure
21a.
To construct the large scales that comprised each rib, I used three Tile Generator node
to make grids containing small, medium and large circles. I then created a vertical rectangular
mask and used a Flood Fill to Grayscale node to isolate a column of circles of each size. These three
columns of circles were then warped independently, varying their shape. The columns were arranged
next to each other using multiple Transform 2D and Blend nodes to create a single scale rib. Once
constructed, this rib was warped again, to further vary each shape. This process is shown in Figure
19, which created the output seen in Figure 21b. Due to the complexity of the node structure of
the tail ribbing alpha, Designer was set to display “rectangle links” which causes the connections
between each node to bend at right angles instead of the curves seen in other images. This has no
effect on the function of the nodes themselves.
Once the tail rib shape was constructed, I used a series of nodes, shown in the “Shape Blend”
section of Figure 20, to warp the background around the shape of the incoming rib detail, mask out
a portion of the background shapes, then place the rib shapes in the masked area. The resulting
pattern is shown in Figure 21c. Using the Histogram Scan method, I converted the combined ribbing
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(a) Generation of the Larger Scale Bubble, Output to Figure 17b

(b) Modified Histogram Scan Method, Output to Figure 17c

Figure 17: Construction of the Shoulder Alpha’s Shape
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(c) Generation and Application of Scale Mask

Figure 17: Construction of the Shoulder Alpha’s Shape

(a) Output of Figure 17a

(b) Output of Figure 17b

(c) Output of Figure 17c

Figure 18: The Shoulder Alpha in Various Stages
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and background shapes to the scale pattern seen in Figure 21d.
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(a) Generation of Tail Ribbing

(b) Closeup of Repeated Shape Generation Structure

Figure 19: Generation of Tail Ribbing Shape
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Figure 20: Blending Ribbing with Background Pattern and Converting Shapes to Scales
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(a) Initial Background Shape

(b) Initial Tail Ribbing Shape

(c) Blended Background and Ribbing

(d) Final Shape of Tail Ribbing Alpha, Output of
Figure 20

Figure 21: The Tail Ribbing Alpha in Various Stages
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Appendix D
D.1

Maya Material Setup

Material Node Graph
Below is an image of one of multiple materials created in Maya. Each material requiring

maps follows this same pattern.

Figure 22: The body material as it appears in the Hypershade node editor

D.2

Material Settings and Maps
When connecting maps to an aiStandard material, I followed the table provided by Substance

Academy, found at the link cited here [1]. Below is a summary of the material settings used in this
thesis.
Each map required that a specific color space be set in its corresponding file node. The
color space setting determines how Maya and Arnold handle the data in each pixel. Each color
space stores data differently.
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D.3

Roughness
As roughness maps were not generated for any material, a constant floating point value

was used instead. The floating point (float) data type is used to represent real numbers. A node
outputting this constant float was instead connected to the Specular Roughness attribute, where a
rougness map would be connected if one was generated. This same floating point node was connected
to the Specular Roughness attribute of all materials. Each material allows for the modification of
the Specular Roughness value internally, however adding a node allowed me to control the value of
all materials at once. This kept the roughness attribute of each material consistent. This node can
be seen near the center of figure 22, labeled “SpecRoughnessFloat.”

D.3.1

Ambient Occlusion
The ambient occlusion (AO) map was input to each material’s Base Color attribute. On a

textured model, the AO map and the base color would be blended together before being input into
a material’s Base Color attribute. As texturing was outside the scope of this thesis, there was no
base color map to blend. The color space for the AO map was set to sRGB.

D.3.2

Normal
Normal maps require an intermediate bump2D node before being connected to the material’s

Normal Camera attribute. The bump2D node contains additional information pertaining to the
handling of the normal map. The “Use as” attribute in this bump2D node was set to Tangent Space
Normals. Some other map types use the bump2D node, and this setting specifies the type of map
that is being input. The color space of the normal map was set to Raw, and the Alpha is Luminance
attribute was enabled.

D.3.3

Displacement
The setup for the displacement map was very similar to the Normal map. Both maps used

the Raw color space and had the Alpha is Luminance attribute enabled. Both also required an
intermediate node. For the displacement map, this intermediate node was of the type displacementShader. No settings needed to be modified in this node, however the Scale attribute may be
used to modify the intensity of the displacement. This was done when attempting to debug versions
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of the displacement map generated with settings recommended from a tutorial, though the value was
eventually returned to one. For more information, see appendix B.8 This intermediate node connects
to the Displacement Shader attribute on the shadingEngine node. Note that this is different from
other maps. With the exception of the utility node used for the ObjectID AOV, all other nodes first
connect to the material node, which in turn connects to the shadingEngine node. The node path
originating from the displacement map connects to the shadingEngine node directly. In figure 22
the shadingEngine node is titled BodySurface.

Associated Geometry Settings

Displacement required the largest amount of setup of the three

maps, as it also required modified settings on any object to which it was applied. While not a
displacement-specific setting, the edges of all geometry imported from Zbrush was softened to better
display map information. This is usually done, as hard-edged geometry may appear faceted.
The necessary settings were contained in each geometry’s shape node, within the Arnold
menu, under two sub-menus titled Subdivision and Displacement Attributes. The shape node can
be found by selecting a mesh in Maya’s 3D viewport, then finding the tab in the attribute editor
with the word shape appended to the object’s name. Table 1 contains the relevant settings of the
two menus, and the values used for each during this thesis.
Subdivision
Type
Iterations

catclark
3 at most

Displacement Attributes
Height
Bounds Padding
Scalar Zero Value
Auto Bump

1.000
0.000
0.000
usually checked

Table 1: Geometry-Specific Settings for Displacement Maps

Increasing the number of Iterations increases the quality of the displacement map, however it
also increases the required calculations exponentially. After a certain point, the increase in quality
becomes imperceptible. I found 3 iterations to be an acceptable middle ground for most objects
in the scene, with less detailed objects such as the character’s eyes and tongue requiring fewer
iterations. The settings in the Displacement Attributes menu ultimately remained at their default
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values, however the tutorial I used that explained how to set up a displacement map recommended
Bounds Padding be changed to -0.5, which I did initially. When debugging the displacement maps
after following the tutorial, I also altered the other two settings in an attempt to fix the map not
displaying properly. This tutorial is cited here [33]. The Auto Bump setting enables Maya to
convert any information from the displacement map that is unable to be displaced to be added to a
bump map. In practice, I found that this setting barely changed the appearance of the model, and
did not affect render time a noticeable amount, so it was enabled for larger, more detailed areas and
ignored for other areas. The minimal change that Auto Bump affected on the geometry’s appearance
may be because the Iterations setting in the Subdivision menu was high enough to capture almost
all but the smallest displacement detail.
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Appendix E

Maya Paint Effects

Maya’s Paint Effects (PFX) were a tool I was unfamiliar with prior to beginning this thesis.
As it is an older feature, I suspect many others may not have heard of it before. It is the intent of
this appendix to pass on a functional understanding of the tool.

E.1

What Are Paint Effects?
Paint Effects allow the user to use brush strokes to create 2D or 3D effects in 2D or 3D

space. [9] For the purposes of this thesis, only 3D PFX were used. Use of the 2D functionality of
PFX will not be discussed. PFX may be used to quickly add detail to a 3D scene, allowing for the
creation of a detailed environment in a fraction of the time it would otherwise take to create similar
assets by hand. A basic tutorial I used to begin working with PFX can be found here [90].

E.2

Accessing the Paint Effects Feature
All 3D PFX features are found in the Generate menu under the Modeling menu set. To

begin using PFX, go to Generate → Get Brush. This opens the Content Browser, which contains
many preset PFX brushes. These presets are organized into folders by type, visible on the left of
the Content Browser. Simply selecting one then clicking and dragging in Maya’s viewport will paint
a stroke. Holding the B key down while clicking and dragging will instead adjust the size of the
PFX brush. Once created, a paint effect is able to be translated, rotated or scaled like any other 3D
object.
Painting a PFX creates two objects in the scene, the paint effect itself, and a NURBS curve
describing the shape of the stroke.

E.3

Painting on Objects
By default, PFX strokes will be applied at y=0, where the viewport grid is displayed.

The surface of any geometry or NURBS object can be made a paintable surface instead. To make
geometry paintable, select the desired geometry, then click Generate → Make Paintable. All geometry
to be painted on must be selected at once. To paint on these objects, the user must then select
Generate → Paint on Paintable Objects. Additional documentation can be found here [10].
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E.4

Modifying an Existing Paint Effect
Applied PFX strokes are able to be customized for greater control over the created detail.

For this thesis, two PFX presets were used initially, then altered to more closely resemble plants
present in references of Sister Islands Iguanas.
Each paint effect has a brush node, visible in the Attribute Editor when the stroke is selected.
Modifying settings in this node will change the appearance of that instance of the paint effect. The
Global Scale attribute is the overall size of the paint effect, and is what is modified by changing
the size of the PFX brush with the B key. Other useful settings can be found in the Tubes menu,
especially in the Creation, Growth and Behavior menus. Description of particular settings can be
found in the brush node documentation, cited here [7].

E.5

Painting a Modified Effect
To paint with a brush containing custom settings, follow the process described below. The

underbrush present in the environment for this thesis was created following this process.
1. Choose a preset from the Content Browser that appears most similar to the desired end result.
2. Paint a stroke using this preset.
3. Modify the brush node settings of the paint effect as desired.
4. In the Content Browser, once again select the brush preset.
5. Using the Outliner, select the modified paint effect. As the active tool is the PFX brush,
clicking in the viewport will attempt to draw a new stroke instead of selecting objects.
6. Click Generate → Get Settings from Selected Stroke [11]
7. Paint additional strokes. These strokes will possess the modified settings.

E.6

Duplicating a Stroke
While a paint effect behaves like any other 3D object in most regards once created, they

require special settings in order to be duplicated. To do so, select the option box for Edit → Duplicate
Special. In the Duplicate Special Options window that appears, check the box for “Duplicate input
graph.” Duplicate Special with this setting enabled will correctly duplicate a selected paint effect.
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E.7

Propagating Custom Settings Among Existing Paint Effects
Occasionally the appearance of a paint effect will require modification after multiple strokes

sharing that appearance have been applied in the scene. To preserve the existing brush strokes,
applying modified settings to them instead of needing to paint new strokes, follow the process
described below.
1. Select the stroke containing the desired settings.
2. Click Generate → Get Settings from Selected Stroke.
3. Select all strokes containing the unwanted settings.
4. Click Generate → Apply Settings to Selected Strokes. All strokes will now possess the modified
settings of the first.
When creating the long grass for the environment used in this thesis, brush strokes were
applied before the selected preset was modified. Once each stroke was applied, a single paint effect
was modified, then its settings were applied to the other long grass PFX by following this workflow.

E.8

The Template Brush
Whenever Generate → Get Settings from Selected Stroke is clicked, the brush node of the

selected paint effect is copied to the Template Brush, which acts as a clipboard for brush settings.
Clicking Generate → Template Brush Settings... opens a new window in which the user is able
to view and edit the settings of the Template Brush. Choosing a brush preset from the Content
Browser alters the Template Brush settings to that of the preset. In the event that a preset behaves
unexpectedly, the Template Brush may be reset from the Generate menu.

E.9

Rendering Paint Effects with Arnold
Arnold can not render PFX. However, PFX are able to be converted to geometry from

the Modify menu. To do this, select a paint effect, then click Modify → Convert → Paint Effects
to Polygons. As stated in section 5.2.6.2, Rocks and Foliage, PFX are able to contain animation,
which may cause Maya to operate slowly, especially if large amounts of PFX are converted to
geometry. To remove any animation, select the newly converted geometry, then click Edit → Delete
by Type → History. This will cause Maya to once again operate at its normal speed.
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For this thesis, an aiStandard material possessing similar properties to materials applied to
other objects in the scene was created and applied to the converted PFX geometry. The appearance
of PFX prior to conversion can be recreated on the converted geometry however. The conversion
process creates Phong materials capturing the appearance of the various parts of the paint effect
prior to conversion. These materials may be applied to the geometry.
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